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CHAPTER·I 
INTRODUCTION 
Methodological research is necessary in order to create and 
improve measures of human behavior. Measurement of variables in 
the physical sciences has long been assumed to be more scientific 
than the measurement of variables in the behavioral sciences. 
Assigning numbers to tangible properties of variables in the physical 
sciences, explicitly demonstrates functional relationships or a 
direct correspondence between numbers and variables. However, 
quantification in the behavioral sciences has not been so easily 
achieved. This has been primarily due to the lack of specificity 
of relationships between observations and variables. Behavioral 
disciplines such as education and psychology are concerned with the 
measurement of constructs which may not be amenable to direct 
observation. This fact has fostered measurement which is somewhat 
arbitrary. 
Latent trait theory describes a methodology to view the rela-
tionships of variables to a construct and to each other. This 
methodology is appropriate for applications to qualitative variables, 
so often important to educational and psychological research. Both 
latent trait models and factor analysis view the relationship between 
variables but the latent model approach, unlike the factor analytic 
approach, discriminates between latent rather than manifest data. 
The evolution of latent trait theory can be traced to the 
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Social Science Research Council of 1941 which produced a monograph in 
w11ich Louis Guttman discussed a need for dealing differently with 
qualitative variables, that is attribute variables with categorical 
manifest classifications, the basic form of which is the dichotomous 
variable (Lazarfeld and Henry, 1968). In addition, it was apparent 
that new mathematical models were needed for measuring qualitative 
data. 
Latent trait models aim to measure phenomenon which cannot be 
directly observed. Individuals and objects can be placed along a 
continuum known as latent space with respect to an underlying trait 
or variable. The manifest observations must be indicative of 
variables related to the latent concept. Terminology important to 
latent trait theory is described by Lazarfeld and Henry (1968) and 
includes the following: 
Latent variable: A variable for which there is not objective 
criterion. 
Item: Maybe a question asked directly of an individual or it 
may be a certain characteristic of a respondent. 
Probability notion: When A=yes and B=no, then the probability 
of A is equal to one and the probability of B is equal to zero. 
The probability range is from one to zero. 
Latent space: The space occupied by the variable of interest. 
It is the space in which members of a population are located. 
The P(A) or a positive response to any item in an item list is 
determined completely by position in this latent space. 
Item traceline or item characteristic curve: A defining 
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function for each question which g~nerates appropriate pro-
babilities. For each point on the line there is a probability 
of a correct answer or positive response to any question. 
A mathematical model which incorporates a probabilistic element 
is required to formalize the relationship of manifest data to latent 
data. The fundamental concepts of the general model include dimen-
sionality of latent space, the axiom of local independence and the 
item traceline or item characteristic curve. 
Latent trait models can differ according to the number of item 
parameters considered in the analysis of test items measuring a 
latent variable. A model can incorporate as many as three item 
parameters. These parameters are those of traditional item analysis 
procedures and include difficulty, discrimination and guessing. 
The least complex latent trait model is the Rasch Model which 
is concerned with one item parameter. The Rasch Model assumes a 
common level of item discrimination and is concerned with item dif-
ficulty. This model considers person ability and item difficulty 
as being the only considerations necessary to determine the pro-
bability of a positive (correct) response to an item. In addition, 
the goal of instrument free and person free measurement are realized 
when items measuring a latent variable are defined and their position 
on the latent continuum is determined. The consequence of which is 
objective measurement of a latent variable. 
Contemporary applications of the Rasch l1odel have been primarily 
concerned with relating the model to tests and test items already in 
existence. For example Rasch calibrations have been used on school 
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and military aptitude, achievement, arid intelligence tests. Utiliza-
tion of the model for banking of calibrated items to facilitate tai-
lored testing and for detection of item bias are other current 
applications. 
Relating the Rasch Model to items measuring personality and 
behavioral variables is relatively unexplored. Because the model 
seems to work for a variety of content areas, it is reasonable to 
demonstrate the feasibility of such an application. The questions 
proposed in the present study are related to the utility of a Rasch 
Model application to a testing instrument which purports to measure 
an operationally defined behavior, known as Pattern A or coronary 
prone behavior. This instrument, the Student Version of the Jenkins 
Activity Survey is used extensively to measure the behavioral com-
ponent of heart disease. The Jenkins Survey has been used extensively 
in studies predicting heart disease. Positive outcomes resulting 
from a Rasch analysis will not only serve research and measurement 
methodology in general, but also assist to improve the Jenkins Survey 
by eliminating those items which are unnecessary and also by improving 
existing items. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Provision of a basis for study is enhanced by a literature 
review focusing on the following relevant, related areas. Included 
in this review are 1) Latent trait theory; 2) The one parameter 
latent trait model; 3) contemporary applications of the Rasch one 
parameter latent trait model; 4) other relevant applications of 
Latent Trait Theory; and 5) the measurement of Pattern A behavior. 
Latent Trait Theory 
The past decade has seen a shift in the techniques used to 
analyze test items from correlational approaches to estimation proce-
dures provided by latent trait models. The conceptual definitions of 
the parameters associated with test items, namely difficulty, discri-
mination and guessing, are straightforward and easy to understand. 
Yet the utilization of latent trait models to arrive at one or more 
of these parameters requires mathematical sophistication (Baker, 1977). 
Latent Trait Theory incorporates at least three underlying 
assumptions. These assumptions include local independence, latent 
space dimensionality and the item characteristic curve (Hambleton and 
Cook, 1977). The local independence assumption has both a strong and 
a weak interpretation. In its strong interpretation local independence 
means that the test item responses of a given subject are independent 
statistically. To be statistically independent requires that a sub-
ject's performance on one item does not affect performance on other 
items. Basically. this assumption is met when all test items measure 
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a single ability. A weaker interpretation of local independence dif-
fers from the strong interpretation only in terms of the strength of 
relationship between the variables (test items). When the strong 
interpretation of the local independence assumption is met, the pro-
bability of any subject's response pattern (l's and O's) is given by 
the product of probabilities for the obtained score on each item. 
The local independence assumption is restrictive and may not 
always be satisfied. Lord and Novick (1968) state that local indepen-
dence does not assume that test items do not correlate when a total 
group of subjects is considered. Whenever the subjects vary in the 
amount of the trait measured by the items, the outcome will be posi-
tive correlations between items. They further state that factor 
analysis can be used to determine local independence for an item 
set as there is equivalence between this assumption and the single 
dimension assumption. 
Underlying the idea of the dimensionality of latent space is 
the assumption of unidimensionality. The number of dimensions occurr-
ing in latent space is dependent upon the number of traits being 
measured. Homogeneous test items are assumed to measure a single 
trait. This assumption may not prove true in the strict sense for 
most tests (Lord, 1968) but can be studied utilizing techniques of 
factor analysis (Hambleton and Traub, 1973). Factor analysis may be 
utilized to cluster interrelated items, making it possible to apply a 
selected latent trait model to each interrelated cluster. 
The item characteristic curve also known as a trace line serves 
to mathematically relate the probability of success on each item to 
6 
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the latent trait being measured. Each latent trait model has its own 
unique item characteristic curve, (Torgerson, 1958 and Lord and Novick, 
1968), although each possesses the same general form. An item 
characteristic curve is a non-linear regression function of item 
score on the latent trait under consideration. A complete definition 
of an item characteristic curve requires that a general form be 
specified and parameters are known (Hambleton and Cook, 1977). Item 
parameters will depend upon the particular latent trait model being 
applied. The one parameter model focuses on the item difficulty para-
meter; the two parameter model focuses on both difficulty and discri-
mination while the three parameter model, in addition to difficulty 
and discrimination, includes a parameter for guessing. Gibson (1966) 
criticizes the three parameter model stating that many three parameter 
models would require two underlying dimensions in order to obtain 
adequate psychological meaning. Lord (1966) conversely states that 
the underlying ability (latent trait) is an ordered variable that 
can be viewed in a single dimension. In addition, the following 
restrictions are imposed on a test item: 1) the items are scored 
with a 0 or 1; 2) the raw score is the number of items answered 
correctly; and, 3) the items are homogeneous. Andersen (1977) sup-
ports these restrictions in his finding that when considering a ques-
tionnaire with two answer categories, a minimum sufficient statistic 
may be the raw score of number of correct responses. 
An item characteristic curve depicts the probability of a posi-
tive response (scored as 1) to an item. It is important to note that 
the probability of an individual subject selecting a positive response 
to an item is independent of the trait (ability) distribution in the 
population of individuals under consideration. Thus, the shape of the 
curve will be invariant across different samples of subjects. (Hamble-
ton and Cook, 1977) 
The One Parameter Latent Trait Model 
TI1e one parameter latent trait model is known as the Rasch 
Model as credit for its development is given to Georg Rasch (1966). 
The basic aim of his work was to develop probabilistic models, for 
which population could be ignored. Rasch's approach is unlike 
traditional approaches to psychological measurement, which link 
evaluation of a subject with a population by standardization of 
some kind. The one parameter Rasch Model is unique for it provides 
a sufficient estimator for person ability (latent trait) and does 
so using observable data (Wright, 1977). The model operates with 
two related assumptions. The first is that the unweighted sum of 
positively scored (correct) answers will contain all that is 
necessary to measure an individual. The second assumption is that 
the unweighted sum of positive scored (correct) answers given to 
an item contains sufficient information to calibrate the item (Wright, 
1968; Rasch, 1966). The Rasch Model assumes all items have equal 
discriminating power and vary only in terms of difficulty. The 
difficulty parameter is depicted as oi for each item i and Bv repre-
sents the latent trait parameter (ability) for each person v. Both 
the difficulty parameter and latent trait parameter are used in the 
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one parameter model to ascertain the probability of person v responding 
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positively to item i. The probability must remain between one and 
zero, but each parameter can vary from plus infinity to minus infinity 
(Wright, 1977). The Rasch probability for a right answer deals 
directly with this issue. TI1e difference Bv - oi becomes the exponent 
of a base, signified in the following way: e (Bv- oi). This exponent 
becomes part of the ratio of the Rasch probability for a positive 
response LeCBv - oi) 1 + e(Bv - o{l7. Thus, the probability of a 
positive response (Pvi) is dependent upon the difference between item 
difficulty and the amount of a latent variable possessed by the indivi-
dual. To offer further clarification, the more person v's latent trait 
(ability) exceeds the item's latent trait (ability) requirement, the 
greater the positive difference and consequently, the greater the 
probability of a positive response. The reverse is also true, as 
when the amount of latent trait of the individual is less than that 
required by the item, the probability of a positive response is less 
than .5. In this situation, the difference between Bv and oi is a 
negative one. 
The general mathematical unit of the Rasch Model is the "legit". 
The amount of an individual's latent trait (ability) consists of the 
natural log odds for a positive response to items chosen to define the 
scale origin. The following equations illustrate the probabilities for 
a positive (success on an item) response. 
Probability for a positive response: 
eB/ (1 + eB) 
The positive response odds: 
P/(1 - P) eB* 
*The natural log is B. 
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As with the probability for a positive response, the probability 
of a negative (failure) response is concerned with the natural log odds 
for a negative (failure) response on the item in question. 
The equation depicting this probability as well as the negative 
response odds for an individual at B=O of succeeding on a difficult 
item is: 
The odds for a negative response of failure is given as: 
(1 - P)/P = e 8* 
*the natural log is o 
The difference between the amount of ability (the latent trait) 
and item difficulty (intensity) is B -6 and governs the probability of 
a correct (positive) response. Because it is this difference which 
influences the probability of a correct (positive) response, any con-
stant can be added or subtracted without influencing the weight of 
the difference on the probability of success. Thus, the zero point 
of the latent variable is arbitrary. The zero point can be placed at 
the easiest item or at least able individual (the individual possessing 
the least amount of the latent trait); at the mean difficulty or the 
mean intensity of calibrated items; or can be placed so negatives do 
not occur (Wright, 1977). The item characteristic curves for the one 
parameter Rasch Model do not intersect. They differ only along the 
ability (latent trait) scale. 
The proportion of wrong or negative answers is bound by the 
calibrating sample, the expansion factor (the sample spread coefficient) 
and the sample ability level which corrects this sample binding. 
The result is an item difficulty (intensity) estimate free from any 
influences of mean ability or variance of the calibrating sample 
(Wright, 1977). 
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Sources of item bias may exist as terminology may be unfamiliar 
to some individuals or the terms may not bear directly on the ability 
(latent trait) being measured. But statistical detection of item bias 
can be made using Rasch residuals (Wright, Mead, Draba, 1976). 
The one parameter Rasch Model does not have a discrimination 
or guessing parameter. Wright (1977) states that it is never certain 
if the discrimination parameter can be reliably estimated as the dis-
crimination values are sensitive to the distribution of person abili-
ties in the sample used for calibration. A related problem is that 
when iterative solutions to estimation are used, they tend to diverge 
at the extremes. In reference to the guessing parameter it is a known 
fact that its estimation requires either extremely large widely spaced 
samples (for items) or very long tests (for individuals). 
The advantages and disadvantages of latent trait models are 
reviewed by Hambleton et al (1978). They state that the most important 
advantage these models have is that an individual's ability can be 
estimated independently from the particular choice or number of items. 
Once items are calibrated, individuals can be compared with each other 
even though they may have been tested with different items. The dis-
advantages are related to robustness of the models or the degree to 
which the data can deviate from underlying assumptions and to the 
numerical problems arising from the estimation equations which are 
associated with the convergence of the algorithms. Convergence is not 
an issue with the Rasch One Parameter Model but is with the two or 
three parameter models, which require extensive computer time, large 
numbers of items and large numbers of subjects. 
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When compared to the Birnbaum 2 parameter model, the lack of the 
item discrimination parameter in the Rasch Model does not result in 
poorer calibration in the presence of varying item discrimination 
according to Dinero and Haertel (1977). They further stated that 
until it is shown to be either inadequate or inferior to another 
model, the Rasch Model, being the simplest latent trait model, should 
be the model of choice,if only on the basis of mathematical elegance. 
TI1e real advantage of the Rasch One Parameter Model will not be 
apparent until the technology of trait measurement becomes more 
sophisticated. But Anderson (1972, 1973) found the one parameter 
model to possess unbiased, consistent, efficient and sufficient 
estimates for both ability (latent trait) and difficulty parameters. 
The model is not without criticisms. Whitely and Davis (1974) see 
difficulties such as a measurement yield which is less than objective; 
item invariance only under certain conditions; and lack of precision 
in equivalent test forms. Answers to their criticisms are provided 
by Wright (1977) who demonstrates these criticisms were due to miscon-
ception and not to problems in the model itself. 
Application of One Parameter Rasch Latent Trait Model 
Sample free item analysis (Wright and Panchapakesan, 1969) has 
as its basis the Rasch Model which says that when an individual 
encounters any test item the outcome is influenced only by the product 
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of the ability of the person and the easiness of the item. Thus, the 
only characteristic upon which items differ is ease of response. The 
model assumes that all the items used on a measuring instrument measure 
the same trait. Items will not fit together if they measure different 
abilities. Wright and Panchapakesan describe fit to the model, as not 
only implying that item discriminations are uniform and substantial, 
but that guessing and item scoring error are not influential. Holding 
to the criterion of fit to the model enables bad items to be deleted. 
The second phase of sample free item analysis involves person measure-
ment. In this phase, some or all of the calibrated items are used to 
obtain a test score. In addition, an estimate can be made of person 
ability. A standard error of this estimate is made from the score and 
from the easiness of the items used. The standard error of the ability 
estimate is a measure of precision and depends on the number of items. 
Wright and Douglas (1977) compare the Wright-Panchapkesan proce-
dure termed the unconditional solution, UCON, with Anderson's (1972) 
conditional procedure. Although the UCON solution is biased, it 
should be used when more than 30 items are analyzed. To lessen the 
bias, a correction factor is demonstrated. Mead (1976) worked with 
fitting data to the Rasch Model after item difficulties and person 
abilities are estimated. His focus was primarily analysis of residuals. 
The Anchor Test Study was re-evaluated (Rentz and Bashaw, 1977) 
using Rasch Model procedures. The outcome was a new scale to be known 
as the National Reference Scale (NRS) for reading. The NRS consists 
of 28 reading tests which can be used interchangeably. The Rasch 
Model provided the means for equating the tests. In addition, all of 
the items on all of the tests were calibrated, 2,644 in number, to 
enable a user to estimate a NRS score {rom any subset of items. 
Another application was that of obtaining test free ability estimates 
(Linsley and Davis, 1977). It was found that raw score ability esti-
mates seem to be influenced by the difficulty of the items used in 
measurement but that the Rasch ability estimates seem to be indepen-
dent from item difficulty. 
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It is of interest to note that applications of the Rasch Hodel 
are at present moving into analysis of attitude and personality data, 
not being limited to only ability estimates. Andrich of the University 
of Western Australia (1975) writes of applying the Rasch Model to 
attitude data. Related to this work is that of Doenges and Scheiler 
(1977) who demonstrated that practicality of a latent trait approach 
to scaling the Rorschach. They began with the assumption that scaling 
Rorschach items m!'ly be more amenable to a probabilistic rather than a 
deterministic model. Regularities postulated by the probabilistic 
latent trait model were found to be true for three Rorschach variables. 
Another application of the Rasch Model to a behavioral instrument 
involved the Marke-Nyman Temperament Scale (Becket al, 1978). It 
was demonstrated that a subscale for each of the three previously 
defined personality measures existed even when administered to dif-
ferent groups of subjects. 
Scaling Applications of Latent Trait Theory 
Inferring a latent scale of values when the observed phenomenon 
are choices on a set of comparisons was an issue addressed by Luce 
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(1959). The basic ideas behind Luce's work include an individual's sub-
jective probability of events and their subjective value to him. What 
he demonstrated was that the probability of choosing one of a pair of 
alternatives is dependent upon the difference between the scale values 
of the two alternatives. 
An attempt made to utilize a binomial logistic latent trait 
model in the study of Likert-style attitude questionnaires found that 
an advantage in this a~plication is that the model can be useful in 
determining if the middle category on a Likert scale functions as a 
neutral category (Andrich, 1978). It was demonstrated that to function 
effectively, the neutral category should be neither under or over 
represented. The finding based upon analysis of a Likert style ques-
tionnaire administered to 309 fifth year school children in Australia, 
was the proportion of subjects responding in the undesirable category 
for three select items was considerably less than the probability 
indicated by the model. Thus, the middle category was shown not to 
function as expected. 
A simple method for estimating parameter values for the normal 
ogive or logistic latent trait mental test model is outlined by 
Jensema (1976). This method is compared to the traditional maximum 
likelihood method in terms of the influence of sample size and true 
item parameter values. Jensema found that obtaining maximum likeli-
hood parameters for both discrimination and difficulty will be more 
difficult if the discrimination of the items is great; the number of 
items in the data set is small and if the sample size is small. In 
addition, the computer time required for maximum likelihood estimations 
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increases not only with the number of items and subjects but also with 
an increase in item discrimination which is related to mathematical 
characteristics. 
Better procedures of developing vertically equated tests to cover 
wider ranges of difficulty is a contemporary testing issue. The Rasch 
Model was found to be an adequate procedure (Slinde; Linn, 1978) to 
achieve this goal. The particular appeal of the Rasch Model being the 
properties of person-free test calibration, namely that estimated item 
parameters are invariant for all groups of persons and item-free person 
measurement which means that the same measure would be obtained for a 
person with calibrated items irregardless of what subset of items is 
used. 
Measurement of Pattern A Behavior 
As early as the 1940's psychoanalytic journals described a 
coronary character (Arlow, 1945) as being an individual possessing 
pseudo-masculine identifications. In addition, Arlow stated that the 
most striking behavioral features of this person were a passionate 
urge for very hard work; a burning ambition and tendency to dominate 
others; and vascilating between independence activity and dependence 
inactivity. The motor activity which is manifested in hard work pro-
vides the primary outlet for aggressive feelings (Van Heijningen and 
Treurniet, 1966). 
Elevated blood pressure, elevated serum cholestorol and smoking 
are the three rnost firmly established cardiovascular risk factors. 
Psychosocial influences have been demonstrated to constitute a causal 
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and modifiable coronary heart disease risk factor (Epstein, 1979). The 
follow-up to the Framingham study which covered a span of 18 years 
clearly demonstrated the predictive value of Pattern A behavior in the 
development of Coronary Heart Disease (Haynes, Feinleib and Kannel, 
1978). This reinforced the 1976 report of Brand, Rosenman, Scholtz 
and Friedman which cited the importance of Pattern A in reference to 
coronary heart disease. 
way: 
Rosenman (1966) describes Pattern A behavior in the following 
Pattern A appears to be a particular action emotion complex which 
is exhibited by an individual who is engaged in a relatively 
chronic ::tnd excessive struggle to obtain an obsessive number of 
things from his environment in too short a period of time, or 
against opposing efforts of other persons or things in the same 
environment. 
Thus, being overly competitive, ambitious, hard driving and time con-
scious are all typical Pattern A behaviors. Pattern B behaviors are 
described as being opposite to Pattern A. 
Pattern A behavior has been shown to be associated with coronary 
heart disease. Individuals demonstrating extreme manifestations of 
Pattern A behavior possess signs indicative of coronary heart disease 
such as elevated blood cholesterol, elevated blood triglycerides and 
diurnal norepinephrine secretion (Rosenman and Friedman,1963). Recently, 
Jenkins (1974) reported twice the incidence of new coronary artery 
disease among men classified as Pattern A. 
Syme (1975), upon review of the social and psychological compo-
nents of coronary heart disease, expresses the positive aspects of a 
straight-forward classification of people into a Type A behavior 
pattern in order to predict heart disease independently from other 
risk factors. At the present time, further work is needed to develop 
and refine measures of coronary prone behavior. 
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Two commonly used approaches to the measurement of Pattern A 
behavior are the Standardized Stress Interview, and the Jenkins Activity 
Survey. The Jenkins Activity Survey exists in two forms, an adult 
version and a student version. 
The Standardized Stress Interview developed by Friedman and 
Rosenman(l964) assists to identify not only the content of a subject's 
response but also the overt behaviors. A four point rating scale is 
utilized to determine if the behavior in question is either completely 
or incompletely developed. The rationale behind the Standardized 
Stress Interview is that overt Pattern A behavior is made visible 
when the subject is responding to topics which are threatening or to 
important concerns in his life. The issues presented by the interviewer 
focus on the intensity of the subject's ambitions, his degree of com-
petitiveness, and his sense of time urgency. In addition, a portion 
of the interview is directed toward the nature and extent of hostile 
feelings. This approach to measuring Pattern A behavior necessitates 
the use of trained supervisors to afford consistency of outcome. 
Reliability of the Stress Interview is said to be comparable to 
the reliability of the medical diagnosis (Jenkins et al, 1968). The 
degree of agreement of two trained judges in one study (Jenkins, 
Rosenman and Friedman,l968) was found to be 84%, when the judges rated 
the behavior patterns of the 75 cases studied in the same way 84% of 
the time. Other studies (Caffrey, 1968; Keith, Lawn, and Store, 1965; 
Friedman, 1968) were in agreement, citing inter rater reliabilities 
of 75-84%. Test-retest reliability was found to be (Jenkins et al, 
1968) 80% in a sample of 1064 males. 
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Another measure of the Type A Behavior Pattern is the Jenkins 
Activity Survey for Health Prediction (JAS). It is an objective self-
administered questionnaire developed by C. David Jenkins of Boston 
University Medical School (1967). The JAS provides continuous scores 
on the A-B dimension. A series of optimal weights derived from dis-
criminant function equations provide the basis for scoring of the JAS 
items. Positive scores denote the Pattern A direction and negative 
scores the Pattern B direction. Zyzanski and Jenkins (1970) demon-
strated the existence of three orthogonal factors correlated with the 
overall A-B score. The identification of the above three factors were 
consistent with earlier work which made these assumptions on a clinical 
basis. The names given to the three factor scales are (S) Speed and 
Impatience, (H) Hard Driving, and (J) Job Involvement. The test-retest 
reliability of the JAS determined by Jenkins (1971) was based upon a 
separation interval of one year and was found to be .66. In another 
study (Jenkins et al, 1974) based upon a four year separation interval 
found less than a 10 point difference in A-B scores. 
Literature Review Summary 
The underlying assumptions of latent trait theory include local 
independence, latent space dimensionality and the item characteristic 
curve. These assumptions may be met in varying degrees by different 
tests but hold true for all latent trait models. The latent trait 
models currently in use estimate from_one to three parameters. The 
parameters include difficulty, discrimination and guessing. 
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The one parameter latent trait model known as the Rasch Model 
provides a sufficient estimate for person ability (latent trait) and 
does so using observable data. The Rasch Model assumes all items have 
equal discriminating power and vary only in difficulty. Because a 
sample spread coefficient can be calculated, the item difficulty is 
free from variance or mean ability of the calibrating sample. 
The one parameter Rasch Model has been used for test item analysis 
and securing ability estimates for individuals on tests of ability and 
achievement. Tailored testing, a consequence of item banks containing 
calibrated items, is at present receiving considerable attention. In 
addition, there is beginning interest in the utilization of the Rasch 
Model for analysis of attitude data. Other latent trait models have 
been used with attitude data as for example, the binomial logistic 
latent trait model in the study of Likert style attitude questionnaires. 
Assessment of the existence of Pattern A behavior in an indivi-
dual becomes increasingly important after examining the research de-
scribing the influence of Pattern A behavior on coronary heart disease, 
a major health problem in the United States. It has been demonstrated 
that those individuals who are assessed either by interview or by ques-
tionnaire to exhibit Pattern A behavior tend to demonstrate a high inci-
dence of coronary heart disease. Demonstration of this phenomenon in 
repeated studies has resulted in increased certainty that behavior and 
coronary disease seem to be related. A consequence of this has been a 
striving for a greater theoretical understanding of Pattern A behavior 
with only secondary interest in the psychometric properties of the 
measuring instruments themselves. Yet, significant research findings 
are rlirectly related to the quality of data collection instruments. 
The increased objectivity which has been afforded by the Rasch Model 
applications to achievement, aptitude and intelligence tests is also 
a desirable goal for testing instruments such as the Student Version 
of the Jenkins Activity Survey. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
Introduction 
The following methodology was designed to investigate an applica-
tion of the Rasch Latent Trait Model to the Student Version of the 
Jenkins Activity Survey. The feasibility of utilizing the Rasch 
Model to improve this measure of Pattern A behavior was explored. 
Statement of the Problem 
TI1e primary purpose of this study was to describe an application 
of the Rasch Latent Trait Model to the 21 items contained on the Stu-
dent Version of the Jenkins Activity Survey, a measure of Pattern A 
behavior. The results of the Rasch Model application were compared 
to the results of a Guttman Scaling procedure. Of primary concern 
was to determine if the Rasch Model could be utilized to create a 
Guttman like scale. Secondary benefits of this analysis included: 
investigation of the characteristics of the 21 Jenkins items as well 
as suggestions for item and instrument improvement. 
In order to accomplish the foregoing purpose, the following 
problems were addressed. 
Problems 
Will the 21 items contained on the Student Version of the Jenkins 
Activity Survey fit the Rasch Latent Trait Model? 
How will the 21 items contained on the Student Version of the 
Jenkins Activity Survey order in degree of intensity as a result 
of this Rasch Model application? 
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How will the ordering of items accomplished with the Rasch Hodel 
compare to the item ordering of a Guttman Scaling procedure? 
Study Design 
A descriptive research design was employed to structure the 
investigation. This represented a previously unexplored Rasch Model 
application. The outcome of each research problem was analyzed in 
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detail. Included within this framework were probable explanations for 
these outcomes. What was demonstrated in this study can direct further 
applications of the Rasch Model, not only to the Student Version of 
the Jenkins Activity Survey, but other attitude and behavioral ques-
tionnaires as well. 
Subjects 
Rationale for subject selection. Student subjects were included 
in this study who consented to participate. The initial encounter 
with potential subjects was marked by an explanation of the purpose 
of the study. The Human Investigation Committee of Rush University, 
Chicago, Illinois, where the majority of subjects were enrolled, 
determined that a written consent was not required. This decision 
was based upon the fact that subjects were not asked for specific 
identifying information and would be directed only to check their 
responses to items on the Jenkins questionnaire. Consent to parti-
cipate was thus, verbal agreement. In addition, failure to complete 
the questionnaire was also considered nonagreement. 
A provision for randomization was not included. A nonrandom 
approach to subject selection was based upon the fact that the item 
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characteristic curve of the Rasch Model is not dependent upon the dis-
tribution of the latent variable, in this case, Pattern A behavior, in 
the subject population. The shape of the curve is invariant across 
different groups of subjects from the defined population which was in 
this study, ~ollege students. 
Subject characteristics. The total number of subjects included 
in the study was two hundred-eighty seven (287). These student sub-
jects were obtained from intact classrooms at Rush University, 
Chicago, Illinois (N=250) and Thornton Community College, South 
Holland, Illinois (N=37). All of the students were involved in 
health career studies which included medicine, nursing, and clinical 
nutrition. The demographic variables of interest (See Table 1) were: 
year of college study; sex; and the presence of coronary risk factors. 
Coronary risk factor information was collected because of the supposed 
relationship between Pattern A behavior and coronary heart disease. 
The number of undergraduate students was 198, while 89 were graduate 
students. There were approximately twice as many females (N=l88) as 
there were males (N=99). It was interesting to note that one third 
of the students indicated that there was a history of heart disease 
in their family; almost one third of the students were overweight; 
and that almost one-sixth of the students were smokers. Diabetes 
and high blood pressure occurred with less frequency with 60 of the 
287 subjects indicating they were diabetic and 31 indicating they were 
told they had high blood pressure. 
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Table 1 
NUMERICAL DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO DE}10GRAPHIC VARIABLES (N=287) 
Year of College Studies 
198 Undergraduate Students 
89 Graduate Students 
Sex 
188 Females 
99 Males 
High Blood Pressure 
31 Yes 
256 No 
Smoking 
48 Yes 
239 No 
Diabetes 
60 Yes 
227 No 
Weight 
79 Overweight 
28 Underweight 
180 Average Weight 
Family History of Heart Disease 
99 Yes 
188 No 
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Instrumentation 
The Jenkins Activity Survey was modified into a student version. 
Items in the original instrument relating to job and income were either 
eliminated or modified to coincide with a student's lifestyle. For 
example, the item in the adult version reading "How often are there 
deadlines on your job?" was changed to read "How often are there 
deadlines in your courses?" The student JAS consists of 21 items which 
are scored rendering a Pattern A response a value of 1 and Pat tern B 
response a value of zero. Thus 21 becomes the maximum A score and 0 
becomes the maximum B score. It was found (Glass, 1974) that the 
median A-B response for college males in Texas was between seven and 
eight. Subjects scoring above this median were designated as Pattern 
A and those below, Pattern B. 
TI1e reliability of the student JAS was determined in an informal 
manner. Records were kept on the stability of the scores of those 
subjects who were administered the instrument a second time. The 
rationale for the absence of a more systematic approach to the deter-
mination of reliability was the similarity of the adult and student 
versions. Factor analysis of the student JAS yielded two factors 
(Glass, 1974) \vhich corresponded to the H and S factors demonstrated 
by Zyzanski and Jenkins (1970). These results were based upon the 
responses of 459 male college students. 
Administration of the Student Version of the Jenkins Activity 
Survey. The administration of this questionnaire involved the follow-
ing considerations. First of all the expectation was verbalized that 
each participant would answer the questionnaire honestly. This 
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expectation was also included on the written instructions. The 
student subjects were also asked to answer each question as indicated. 
The questionnaire was administered under time limited conditions 
described by Nunnally (1967) as occurring when subjects are given 
a set amount of time to complete an entire test. It was reasonable 
to assume that the time spent on a specific item varied from subject 
to subject. 
Procedure 
Introduction to data analysis. The Rasch Latent Trait Model was 
used to analyze the data. It was assumed that Pattern A behavior 
is an ordered variable which can be represented numerically in a 
single dimension. The subjects were assumed to exist on a linear 
continuum in such a way that the amount of Pattern A behavior could 
be represented quantitatively by the subject's position on the con-
tinuum. The 21 items were also assumed to exist on a linear continuum 
in such a way that the amount of Pattern A behavior measured for each 
item could be represented quantitatively by the item's position on the 
continuum. 
The instrument in question, the student JAS-SV measures two 
latent classes which will be referred to as K1 and K2 . The responses 
to each of the 21 items were scored as dichotomous items with a 
Pattern A response being equal to one and Pattern B equal to zero. 
The accounting equation depicting a positive response to Item A is 
depicted as follows: P(K1) x P(A1K1) + P(Kz) x (Al/Kz). 
The P(Kl) is the probability of belong~ng to class 1. The P(A1/K1) 
is the probability of giving a positive response to A given that the 
respondent belongs to class 1. An equation such as that depicted 
above can be generated for each of the 21 items. The equation 
expressed in the general form is as follows where P(X1) is the pro-
bability of a positive response to item X: P(X1 = ~P(Kj) x P(X1/Kj). 
Preparation for analysis. Data collection procedures involved 
the administration of the Student Version of the Jenkins Activity 
Survey (JAS-SV), consisting of 21 items which are said to measure 
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Type A (Coronary Prone Behavior). The 21 items were scored dichot-
omously with a one representing a Type A response and a 0 representing 
a Type B response. Seven additional items were added to the original 
instrument to obtain demographic and coronary risk factor information 
from each subject. Two of the seven items concerned year of college 
study and sex respectively while the remaining five items focused on 
high blood pressure, cigarette smoking, diabetes, body weight and 
family history of heart disease. These five additional items were 
constructed so that a positive response would indicate the presence 
of a coronary risk factor and could be given a point value or score 
of one. 
To prepare the data for analysis the 21 items were given 
variable labels. Contained in Appendix E is each item and its 
respective label. Item 1 which addresses the presence of problems 
in everyday life was named LIFE while Item 2 which asks how an indi-
vidual behaves under pressure or stress was designated STRE. The 
third and fourth items, both of which involve eating speed, were 
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called EAT 1 and EAT 2 respectively. LIST was the label given to Item 
5 which involves an individual's ability to listen to another. Item 6 
involves putting words in another's mouth to speed up conversation, 
thus was termed WORD. The seventh item asks how often an individual 
is late for a meeting and became the variable LATE. DRIV, COMP, COMP 2 
became the names for items 8, 9, and 10 all of which address hard-
driving and competitive behavior. The activity level and energy (items 
11 and 12) questions were named ACTI and ENER. The issue of temperament 
is addressed by items 13 and became the variable TEMP. Meeting dead-
lines (items 13 and 14) whether imposed by others or by one's self 
were the items labeled TUIE and TIM2. Item 16 involving focusing on 2 
projects at the same time became the PROJ variable. SCDL was the name 
given to the next item (number 17). SCDL asks the subject whether he 
or she maintains a regular study schedule over vacations. The frequency 
of bringing work home at night is asked in item 18 which became the 
variable WORK. Leadership, responsibility and seriousness of approach 
to life are addressed in the remaining 3 items of the JAS-SV (items 19, 
20, and 21). Variable labels given to items 24 through 28 which asked 
the respondent to indicate the presence of coronary risk factors were 
as follows: item 24 HIBP (high blood pressure); item 25 SMOK (smoking); 
item 26 DIAB (diabetes); item 27 WElT (overweight) and item 28 HIST 
(family history of heart disease). Items 22 and 23 asked year of 
college studies and sex respectively; these items were used for demo-
graphic purposes and were not given variable names. 
Sequence of the Rasch Model Application. Evaluation of the 
statistical fit of the Jenkins items involved the following steps. 
(The specific detail surrounding each step is given in Appendix B and 
Appendix C): 
1. The residuals were calculated in the data from the values 
expected from the model. 
2. The residuals were examined to determine if they were 
acceptable or unacceptable. Criteria for an acceptable 
residual was a mean square of one. 
Item calibration was accomplished in the proceeding manner. 
Appendix contains the specific details of manual item calibration. 
1. Items were calibrated on the latent variable. 
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2. Sample free item calibration was obtained. An adjustment was 
made using a Rasch difficulty estimate (Wright, 1977) for the 
influence of sample ability. di = M + Yln lCN - si)/si/ 
Where N = number of individuals attempting the item 
M an expansion factor 
Y (1 + V/2.89)~ 
v = ability variance 
di item difficulty (intensity) 
This adjustment estimates item difficulty (intensity) as 
being equal to the average ability (latent trait) of the 
individuals sampled in conjunction with a sample spread 
adjustment multiplied by the log adds for wrong (negative 
responses to the item). 
Description of BICAL Version 3. BICAL Version 3 was the computer 
program utilized for this Rasch Model application (Mead, Wright, Bell, 
1979). An assumption of the Rasch One parameter Latent Trait Model is 
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that items which are less intense (difficult) should be answered posi-
tively not only by those with high ability but by those with lower 
abilities as well. In addition, a more intense item should be 
answered positively only by those individuals who are more able, and 
who possess a greater amount of the variable being measured. 
BICAL VERSION 3 (See Appendix F) allows division of the calibration 
sample into subgroups by score level. The N GROUP parameter allows 
for control of the number in each group. The best fitting items 
should demonstrate progression across ability subgroups. That is a 
greater proportion of those individuals in the higher ability groups 
should get the item correct. Thus, as an item moves across ability 
subgroups evidence of an increasing proportion of positive responses 
should be apparent. An item's progression across subgroups allows 
assessment of item difficulty invariance. Failure of an item to 
function in this way may be due to a problem with the item or a pro-
blem with the persons in the calibrating sample. An item may not be 
clearly differentiated among the designated ability subgroups, but 
demonstrate differentiation of less than the number of subgroups pre-
determined by the N GROUP parameter. For this situation to occur, 
some of the ability subgroups will demonstrate a similar proportion 
correct. A similar proportion correct is defined as a standard error 
or less between ability groups. To offer an example, consider an item 
which demonstrates a similar proportion correct for groups 1, 2 and 3 
but progresses as the model predicts for ability subgroups 4, 5 and 6. 
This particular item divides the calibrating sample into 4 ability 
subgroups rather than a predetermined 6. 
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Another situation which may occur is that in which lower ability 
groups get a higher proportion correct (positive responses) than higher 
ability groups. This item is not functioning as the model would have 
it function and should be examined for clarity and content. A particu-
lar item may be victim to yet another problematic situation in which 
the proportion of positive responses demonstrates sporadic progression. 
In this case, the item in question may show some of the progression 
expected by the model but may demonstrate a lower proportion of posi-
tive responses for a proceeding ability subgroup. TI1is may occur 
just once or 2-3 times. To gain insight into why this may have 
occurred, individual response patterns should be examined for 
plausibility, e.g., to determine if less able persons answered a more 
intense item positively or if more able persons failed a seemingly 
less intense item. In summary, the item characteristic curves should 
become larger as there is movement from left to right across latent 
variable subgroups, e.g., from the less able to the more able persons. 
The item fit statistics of BICAL VERSION 3 include: item fit 
between groups; a total t-test; a weighted mean square; a discrimina-
tion index and point biserial correlation. The fit statistics are 
mean square standardized residuals. These standardized residuals 
consider item by person responses which are averaged over persons 
(Wright and Stone, 1978). A traditional approach to partitioning of 
the total fit test into the fit between ability subgroups and the fit 
within the ability subgroups is used. The number 1 is used as the 
reference value. As a mean square residual becomes greater than 1, 
the obtained item characteristics curve will increasingly deviate from 
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the Rasch Model expectations. This occurs in either of the following 
situations: 1) when too many persons of high ability fail an easy 
(less intense) item or, 2) when too many persons of low ability respond 
positively to a difficult (more intense) item. 
The between group fit statistic accounts for each ability sub-
group's contribution to the curve of each item. This allows for an 
evaluation of the extent to which the item characteristic curves which 
would be expected by the Rasch Model are in agreement with the item 
characteristic curves which are obtained with the responses of the 
calibrating sample. 
The total fit t-test considers the responses of the entire cali-
brating sample. The test of total fit addresses the general agreement 
between all items which are said to define the variable and the 
particular item in question. As is the case \·lith the between group 
fit statistic, the value obtained becomes greater than one as the 
responses to the items deviate from the responses expected by the 
Rasch Model. The events which are dissonant to the model occur when 
either high ability persons (those individuals possessing greater 
amounts of the trait being measured) answer an easier item (less 
intense item) negatively or when low ability persons (those indivi-
duals characterized by the model as possessing lesser amounts of the 
variable being measured) respond to a difficult item (more intense 
item) with a positive response. Thus, when an item does not depart 
significantly from the Rasch Model, the mean square residuals will 
manifest a value close to one. Determination of the statistical 
significance of large mean square values can be accomplished by 
comparing the value obtained with the expected standard error. 
The index of discrimination represents the trend of departure 
from the model in linear terms. Here again the reference value is 
one. A discrimination index close to one signifies that the observed 
and expected item characteristic curves are in close approximation. 
An item which may have failed to differentiate between high and lm• 
ability persons will have an index of discrimination less than one 
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and be represented by a flat item characteristic curve. There also 
may be items which give the appearance of discriminating better than 
most other items. Indexes of greater than one will represent these 
items. Unusually high discrimination indexes should be investigated 
for local interaction and item over-fit. Local interaction may be the 
result of a secondary characteristic of the item or of the sample. 
Secondary characteristics of either items or people may produce local 
interaction. Secondary item characteristics may include presence of 
a response set, or an ambiguous question. 
While secondary people characteristics encompass sources of 
people variation such as sex, previous experiences, the term "overfit" 
refers to the situation in which an item is calibrated as being 
relatively easy (less intense) item but produces a discrimination 
index of greater magnitude than a more difficult (more intense) item. 
The problem with this overfit is that the particular item doesn't 
demonstrate the irregularities that the Rasch Model tolerates. 
Those individuals possessing more of the latent variable (smarter 
individuals) never answer the item with a negatively scored response, 
while the model says that some individuals should do so. 
The point biserial correlation coefficient provides traditional 
item information which can be compared to the Rasch BICAL 111 output. 
The point biserial coefficient demonstrates the relationship between 
a continuous variable and a categorical variable. Thus, the reported 
point biserial correlation coefficient represents the relationship 
between total score and the dichotomously scored item. 
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Description of the Guttman Scaling Model. A Guttman Scale is a 
deterministic scaling model, unlike the Rasch Model which is probabilistic 
i.n nature. The presence of a Guttman Scale is derived by determining 
if the data fit a triangular response pattern as depicted on Table 2. 
A set of items which produces a pattern of responses which approximates 
this triangular pattern is said to constitute a Guttman Scale. The 
issue in Guttman Scale Analysis is to find that set of items which 
approximates the triangular deterministic model pattern. Torgerson 
(1958) presents methods for deriving a triangular response pattern 
each of which necessitates not only negating some items but finding 
the best possible ordering of items and people. 
Guttman Scaling is commonly known as scalogram analysis or cumu-
lative scaling. Guttman (1944) created this method of scaling for the 
purpose of determining whether statements used in the measure of some 
attitudinal trait are unidimensional. Another characteristic of 
Guttman Scales is that they are cumulative. This cumulative charac-
teristic allows the items contained on an instrument to be ordered by 
degree of difficulty. Thus the assumption is that an individual sub-
ject who answers yes or positively to a difficult item will always 
respond positively to a less difficult item. Guttman originally 
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T:c1ble 2 
TRIANGULAR RESPONSE PATTERN 
ITEH PERSON 
2 3 t, 5 
A X 
13 X X 
c X X X 
D X X X X 
E X X X X X 
----------------------
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recommended that 10-12 statements be administered to not less than 100 
individuals. ~1en his scaling technique is applied certain items are 
designated as scalable and are included in the new instrument. Those 
items not scalable are not included. 
Many advantages are afforded by Guttman's approach (Black, 1976). 
These advantages include: demonstration of the unidimensionality of 
items; an individual's total response pattern can be reproduced when 
his/her total score is known; and because the assumption of a scalable 
set of items is made, individual response inconsistencies can be 
identified. 
The Guttman approach is not without disadvantages. A major 
disadvantage is that when a large number of items is used with a 
large number of subjects the procedure becomes cumberson without 
the assistance of a computer program. 
Guttman Scale Computer Program Application. A Guttman Scale 
Computer Program (SPSS, 1975) was applied to the responses of the 
287 persons to the 21 item Student Version of the Jenkins Activity 
Survey. The 10 most intense items as defined by the Rasch Model 
calibration were to define a Guttman Scale to be known as Type A3. 
This Guttman Scale computer program specifies that 12 variables 
be the maximum number of variables used to define a Guttman Scale. 
Therefore, the decision was made to compare the most intense items 
as defined by the Rasch Model. TI1e most intense items were assumed 
to be the best indicators or measures of Pattern A behavior. 
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This Guttman Scaling computer program has as its basis, proce-
dures developed by Anderson and Goodenough (1966). 
The item ordering can be automatically determined by this program. 
This is done by considering the percentage of subjects who fail or 
reject each of the items. Statistics helpful in evaluating the seal-
ing results are available. 
The Guttman Scale computer output yields the following informa-
tion: the percent of respondents passing and failing each item; an 
item-by-item accumulation of errors, the number of respondents failing 
an item when they should have passed it and the number of respondents 
passing an item when they should have failed it; and a coefficient of 
reproducibility which measures the extent to which a subject's scale 
score is predictive of his/her response pattern. The coefficient of 
reproducibility is illustrated by the formula from which it is derived. 
COEFFICIENT OF REPRODUCIBILITY = 1 - TOTAL # OF ERRORS 
TOTAL # OF RESPONSES 
In addition a minimum marginal reproducibility, a percent 
improvement, a coefficient of scalability and interitem correlations 
are also reported. The minimum marginal reproducibility gives 
information concerning the smallest coefficient of reproducibility 
that could have occurred for the scale, given the specified cutting 
points as well as the number of subjects both passing and failing 
an item; (it 'should be noted that the difference between the (1) 
coefficient of reproducibility and the (2) minimal marginal repro-
ducibility is the extent to which the coefficient of reproducibility 
is due to response patterns and not to the cumulative interrelationships 
of variables.); the percent improvement reflects this difference and 
the coefficient of scalability which is a ratio gained by dividing 
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the percent improvement by the difference between a value of 1 and the 
minimum marginal reproducibility. The interitem correlations are 
reflected by Yules Q and biserial correlations which may assist to 
identify specific items not related to any other item. 
The value range attributed to the coefficient of reproducibility 
is from zero to one with an acceptable value generally said to be a 
value of .9 or greater. A value less than .9 is said to reflect an 
invalid scale. The coefficient of scalability also ranges in value 
from zero to one but differes from the reproducibility coefficient 
in what is said to be the acceptable value. ~Vhen a scale is unidimen-
sional and cumulative in the Guttman sense, scalability should be 
represented by a value of .6 or above. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULT-S 
Introduction to the Results 
The results of the data analysis are presented to provide a 
response to each research question. The primary considerations were: 
to evaluate the statistical fit of the 21 items contained on the 
Student Version of the Jenkins Activity Survey to the Rasch One 
Parameter Latent Trait Model; to determine how these 21 Jenkins 
items would order in degree of intensity and to compare this Rasch 
Model application to the application of a Guttman Scaling procedure. 
For purposes of this analysis the difficulty parameter of the 
Rasch Model was designated as intensity while the ability parameter 
was described as the amount of the latent variable possessed by the 
subjects. The assumed latent variable measured by the Jenkins is 
Pattern A behavior. These differentiations were made in order to 
avoid confusing this application of a behavioral measure with the 
usual achievement and ability test applications of the Rasch Model. 
In addition this terminology seemed more amenable with the intent of 
this descriptive analysis namely to determine if the Rasch Model may 
be used to create a scale in the Guttman sense. 
Rasch Fit Analysis 
The first question proposed in this study was: Will the 21 
dichotomously scored items contained on the Student Version of the 
Jenkins Activity Survey fit the Rasch Model? 
General item and subject information were conside~ed prior to 
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specific item fit analysis. Table 3 depicts the response frequencies 
for each item. A score of one denotes a positive response. It was 
of interest to note that item 18, the variable WORK, received the 
largest number of positive responses (247 positive responses) while 
item 17, the variable SCDL received the least number of positive 
responses (15 positive responses). Other items displaying a great 
number of positive responses included item 1, the variable LIFE; 
item 3, the variable LATE; item 8, the variable DRIV; items 9, 10, 
COMP and COM2; item 13, the variable TE~W; and item 15, the TI~12 
variable. It was reasonable to assume that those items receiving 
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many positive responses would be designated as being the least intense, 
while those items were few position (Type A) responses would attain 
a higher level of intensity. 
Rasch scores which were converted to person ability (amount of 
Pattern A behavior) in logits are included in Table 4. The highest 
raw score received by any subject was 18 which when converted to 
1ogits is 2.07. The lowest possible score was a score of 1, received 
by 3 persons. Converting a score of 1 to log ability results in a 
value of -3.35. Thus, the range of person ability in logs was -3.35 
to +2.07. The mean person ability was -.52 with a standard deviation 
of .70. Placement of person ability in logs along the x, y axis 
produced the test characteristic curve (TCC) displayed in Figure 
One. The TCC produced by the 21 item Jenkins administered to 287 
subjects procuded an ogive curve which appeared to be in accordance 
with the Rasch Model. 
Consideration of the ogive curves for each item, namely the 21 
Table 3 
ALTERNATIVE RESPONSE FREQUENCIES 
JENKINS ACTIVITY SURVEY FORMAT (ALL 21 ITEMS) 
SEQ ITEM 
NUM NAME 0 1 
1 LIFE 83 203 
2 SIRE 165 122 
3 EATl 134 153 
4 EAT2 229 58 
5 LIST 167 120 
6 WORD 235 52 
7 LATE 250 37 
8 DRIV 139 148 
9 COMP 110 171 
10 COM2 114 173 
11 ACTl 188 99 
12 ENER 174 113 
13 TEMP 117 170 
14 TIME 219 67 
15 TIM2 131 155 
16 PROJ 197 89 
17 SCDL 271 15 
18 WORK 39 24 7 
19 LEAD 187 99 
20 RESP 211 75 
21 SERS 217 68 
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Table 4 
JENKINS ACTIVITY SURVEY FORM T (ALL 21 ITENS) 
RAW SCORES CONVERTED TO LOGS 
RAW LOG STANDARD 
SCORE COUNT ABILITY ERRORS 
20 0 3.36 1.09 
19 0 2.58 0. 80 
18 1 2.07 0.68 
17 1 1. 69 0.61 
16 6 1. 36 0.57 
15 8 1.08 0.54 
14 8 0.81 0.52 
13 16 0.57 0.50 
12 17 0.34 0.49 
11 21 0. 11 0.49 
10 24 -0.12 0.49 
9 33 -0.34 0.49 
8 36 -0.58 0.50 
7 25 -0.82 0.51 
6 30 -1.08 0.53 
5 25 -1.36 0.56 
4 23 -1.69 0.61 
3 8 -2.07 0.68 
2 2 -2.57 0.80 
1 3 -3.35 1.08 
287 MEASURABLE PERSONS WITH MEAN ABILITY = -0.52 
and STD. DEV. = 0. 70 
item characteristic curves gained by subdividing the sample into 6 
subgroups ranging from low to high ability is displayed in Table 5. 
The first group, that group with the lowest amount of Pattern A 
behavior scored within the 1-4 point range and contained 36 persons, 
while the 6th group, that ~roup possessing the highest amount of 
Pattern A behavior, scored within the 14-20 point range and consisted 
of 24 persons. Groups 2. 3, 4 and 5 displayed the following score 
ranges and numbers of subjects respectively: Group 2 (5-6; 55); 
Group 3 (7-8; 61); Group 4 (9-10; 57); and Group 5 (11-13; 54). 
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The analysis ot the fit of the 21 items on 287 measurable persons 
resulted in most items, (i.e. 18 of the 21 items) to be in accord with 
the Rasch Hodel. The fit statistics are depicted on Table 6. These 
items were represented by total fit tests close to one, or within 
the reported standard deviation of .70. Items 8 (DRIV), 9 (COMP), 
and 10 (COM2) were the 3 items demonstrating a greater than one stan-
dard deviation from the model with total fit tests of -2.61, -2.45, 
and -2.27 respectively. Most of the 21 items demonstrated a left to 
right progression across the latent variable subgroups and did not 
depart significantly from the expected item characteristic curves, 
although some items did not differentiate as well between the desig-
nated subgroups. Table 7 represents the departure from the expected 
item characteristic curve. Referring again to Table 5 it can be seen 
that item 2 (STRE) did not demonstrate progression across the lower 
ability groups as is reflected in a similar proportion correct (.32, 
.. 33, .36) for the 3 lowest groups. There is for item 2 (STRE) a 
clearer progression noted between the third and fourth groups and 
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Table 5 
ITEM CHARACTERISTiC CURVES 
JENKINS ACTIVITY SURVEY FORM T (ALL 21 ITEHS) 
SEQ ITEM 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 
NUM NAME GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP 
1 LIFE 0.44 0.58 0.66 0.82 0.83 0.96 
2 STRE 0.35 0.33 0.36 0.44 0.57 0.58 
3 EATl 0.33 0.55 0.46 0.54 0.57 0.88 
4 EAT2 0.03 0.20 0. 15 0. 12 0.31 0.54 
5 LIST 0. 19 0.31 o. 34 0.44 0.56 0.83 
6 WORD 0.03 0.05 o. 10 0.26 0.38 0.50 
7 LATE 0.03 0. 13 0.03 0. 14 o. 19 0.38 
8 DRIV 0.03 0.09 0.56 0.63 o. 91 0.96 
9 COMP 0.11 0. 18 0.67 0. 72 0.96 0.98 
10 COM2 0. 11 0.27 0.59 0. 74 0.96 1. 00 
11 ACT1 0.0 0. 16 0.21 0.37 0.65 0.88 
12 EMER 0. 17 0.24 0.26 0.47 0.57 0.83 
13 TEMP 0.25 0.50 0.56 0.61 0.78 0.79 
14 TU1E 0.17 0. 15 0.29 0.26 0.31 0.38 
15 TIM2 0.25 0.42 0.57 0.53 0. 72 0.79 
16 PROJ 0.58 0. 11 0.36 0.32 0.48 0.58 
17 SCDL 0.0 0.0 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.25 
18 WORK 0.67 0.85 0.85 0.95 0.89 0.92 
19 LEAD 0. 11 o. 18 0.23 0.37 0.57 0. 79 
20 RESP 0.08 0.09 0. 18 0.30 0.39 0. 75 
21 SERS 0.0 0.09 0.16 0.35 0.35 0.58 
Score Range: 1-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-13 14-20 
Group N: 36 55 61 57 54 24 
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Table 6 
ITEM FIT STATISTICS 
ITEM FIT T-TESTS 
NAME BETWN TOTAL 
LIFE 0.97 0.04 
STRE 2.59 1. 44 
EATl 2.67 1. 46 
EAT2 1. 48 0.10 
LIST 0.51 0.20 
WORD 0.30 0.48 
LATE 1.01 o. 17 
DRIV 4.84 2.61 
COMP 4.55 2.45 
COM2 3.73 2.27 
ACT1 2.03 1. 59 
ENER 0.47 0. 11 
TEMP 0.68 0.67 
TIME 1. 81 0.95 
TIM2 0.05 0.48 
PROJ 0.52 0.09 
SCDL 1.07 0.66 
WORK 1. 24 0.04 
LEAD 0.69 0.66 
RESP 0.32 0.53 
SERS 0.45 0.28 
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Table 7 
DEPARTURE FROM EXPECTED ITEH CHARACTERISTIC CURVES 
ITEM 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 
NAHE GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP 
LIFE 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 
STRE 0. 18 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.20 
EATl 0. 11 0. 18 0.04 O.On 0. 15 0.02 
EAT2 0.03 0.10 O;Ol 0. 10 0.02 0.01 
LIST 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 
WORD 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01 
LATE 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.02 
DRIV 0. 19 0.26 0.08 0.05 0.20 0.11 
COHP 0. 17 0.26 0.10 0.05 0. 18 0.07 
COH2 0. 18 0. 17 0.01 0.00 0. 18 0.11 
ACTl 0.11 0.03 0.08 0.02 o. 12 0. 16 
ENER 0.03 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.08 
TEMP 0.03 0. 13 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.09 
TlME 0. 10 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.07 o. 20 
TTM2 0.02 0. Olt 0.07 0.09 0.01 0.07 
PROJ 0.01 0.06 0. 10 0.03 0.00 0.09 
SCDL 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.06 
WORK 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.06 
LEAD 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.08 
RESP 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.03 o. 13 
SERS 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.00 
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also between the fourth group and the fifth group. Yet, this item is 
represented by a similar proportion correct for fifth and sixth groups 
(.57, .58). The consequence of situation is seen in a fit between 
statistic of 2.59, a value greater than the total fit value. The 
total fit statistic for item 2 was 1.44, within a single standard 
deviation from one. In general, this item did not demonstrate a 
significant departure from model expectations, but failed to do well 
in discriminating between 6 ability subgroups. Rather than 6 ability 
subgroups, item 2 (STRE) reflects 3 subgroups and seems to do best 
in describing the movement from the lowest group to the middle group 
(subgroup 3) and from the middle group to subgroup 4 and subgroup 5. 
This discrimination index is .38 which reflects a lower than perfect 
capacity to differentiate between the 6 ability subgroups. With an 
N GROUP parameter, pre-designated ability groups had been of 3 rather 
than 6, the discrimination index would have been much closer to a 
value of one. This is not a bad item, but is one which does not work 
well in the 2 groups innnediately below the middle group and in the 
highest group. 
Item 3 (EAT1) reflects a situation similar to item 2 (STRE) 
while this item does not significantly depart from the model (total 
fit statistic is 1.46) the fit between statistic of 2.59 seemingly 
demonstrates a problem of left to right progression. Analysis of the 
item characteristic curve for item 3, labeled the EAT1, variable 
reveals that group 3 had a smaller proportion correct (.46) than 
group 2 (.55). In addition, the progression from group 4 (.54) to 
group 5 (.57) neglects to clearly differentiate between these 2 
groups. The discrimination for this item (.47) although better than 
the item 2 value of .38 is still low. This item does not work well 
in the middle groups. In addition, the retrograde progression (group 
3 to group 2) leads to the possibility of the presence of implausible 
response patterns. 
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The EAT2 variable, item 4, works well in both the lower subgroups 
and the higher groups. It does not do so for the middle groups. Note 
again the retrograde progression (group 4 down to group 2). The 
between groups fit statistic does not significantly depart from the 
model with a value of 1.48, but there still exists the possibility 
of improbable response patterns. Item variables LIST, WORD, and LATE 
(items 5, 6, 7) demonstrate fit and left to right progression with a 
discrimination index near one. 
Items 8, 9, 10, and 11 (DRIV, COMP, Cot-12, and ACT 1) all demon-
strate progression across ability groups, yet the fit between statis-
tics for these items are large (4.84; 4.55; 3.73; 2.03) signifying 
that these items are not fitting the Rasch Model expectations. 
Accompanying the high fit between statistics are discrimination 
indexes of 1.92, 1.83, 1.82 and 1.56 respectively, which give to 
these items an appearance of discriminating well between the 6 
ability subgroups. Not only do these items seem to discriminate well 
but they seem to discriminate better than any of the remaining 17 item 
variables. In addition, the total fit statistics produced by these 
items are higher than those produced by any other item. 
Further analysis was done to determine the possible meaning of 
the fit statistic and discrimination values of items 8, 9, 10, 11 
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(DRIV, COMP, COH2, ACTl). These unusually high indices led to further 
investigation of each of the 4 items: The item variables DRIV, COMP 
and COM2 (items 8, 9 and 10) ask the respondent to rate himself in 
terms of hard driving competitive behavior. The respondent rates not 
only his own perception of his behavior (COHP, item 9), but also is 
asked to indicate his/her perceptions as to how others rate his/her 
behavior (DRIV, item 8 and COH2, item 9). The four response options 
available are identical for each item as is the placement of these 
options. The choices include: definitely hard driving and competi-
tive; probably hard driving and competitive; probably more relaxed 
~nd easy going; and definitely more relaxed and easy going. A 
response set may have been created not only by the identical wording 
of the options but by the identical placement as well. Another issue 
which can be raised in reference to these items is related to the 
phenomenon of the perception of self and of self by others. Percep-
tion is a multi-variable psychological construct which may prove 
difficult to measure with a paper and pencil self-report instrument. 
Also to be considered is the fact that these 3 items, unlike the 
remaining JAS items, ask the individual to place himself or herself 
within a framework which is not explicitly defined. While hard driving 
competitive behavior is thought to be an essential component of 
Pattern A behavior, behavioral specifics are not present in the item 
variables (8, 9, 10) which attempt to measure it. 
Item 11 (ACTl) is similar to items 8, 9, and 10 in that it asks 
the respondent to indicate how he or she perceives someone who knows 
him well would rate his/her general level of activity. 1-lhile this 
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item variable did not significantly d~part from the Rasch Model expec-
tations with a total fit statistic within one standard deviation from a 
value of one, the fit between (2.03) and the discrimination index 
(1.55) were noticeably higher than most other items. Initial examina-
tion of the response choices demonstrates that the continuum of activity 
level is represented by the available choices of: too slow; about 
average; and too active. If a problem existed with the available 
choices, it may be related to the fact that the individual was given 
only 3 dimensions of activity level and was forced to choose one of 
them. For example, when considering the response alternative C which 
states: Too active; needs to slow down; in conjunction with response 
alternative A which states: Too slow; should be more active; an issue 
can be raised as to whether an individual can be either slow or active 
without being too slow. too active or just average as indicated by 
response alternative B. 
Person characteristics may also be responsible for the misfit 
of items 8, 9, 10, 11, thus these items should not be viewed as mis-
fitting in and of themselves until person fit has been analyzed. 
Irregular person records may result in contamination of results. 
Item variable ENER (item 12) seemed to fit the model as did 
item variables TE~W (item 13) and TIME (item 14). The following 2 
items: item 15 (TIM2) and item 16 (PROJ) did not significantly 
depart from the model but demonstrated some problem in their item 
characteristic curves. Both of these items demonstrated retrograde 
movement from subgroup 4 to subgroup 3, or a smaller logit proportion 
correct in subgroup 4 than in subgroup 3. 
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The item characteristic curve for the next item, item variable 
SCDL (item 17) was interesting as the lower subgroups (subgroups 1 and 
subgroups 2) did not score on this item and there was not a difference 
in the proportion of positively scored responses between subgroup 4 
and subgroup 5. In addition, this item received a .25 value as its 
highest logit proportion correct. SCDL later proved to be the most 
intense item in the intensity ordering. 
Item 18, item variable WORK, seemed less intense than any of the 
other 20 items. This item produced a value of .67 in the lowest 
latent variable group; a value of .85 for groups 2 and 3 and values 
ranging from .89 to .95 for subgroups 4-6; the highest logit propor-
tion correct occurred in the 4th group. Later analysis demonstrated 
that this item was the least intense item in the intensity ordering 
provided by the model. The fit of this item was within acceptable 
model boundaries and the departure from the expected item characteris-
tic curve was minute. 
Item variables LEAD (item 19), RESP (item 20), and SERS (item 
21) all produced discrimination indexes of 1.17, a value close to the 
desirable value of one. These items worked as the model would have 
it with those in the lower latent trait groups receiving a lower logit 
proportion correct than those in the higher latent variable groups. 
The fit statistics, both between fit and total fit resulted in values 
within a standard deviation of one. As stated previously, when items 
fit the model. the weighted mean square should not be too much dif-
ferent from the total fit value. Differences between these values 
for these items were within a standard deviation of each other. 
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Summary Rasch Fit Analysis. In summary, the fit of the 21 items 
contained on the Student Version of th~ Jenkins Activity resulted in 
total fit statistics within a standard deviation of a perfect fit 
value of one for 18 of the 21 items. The items not reflecting this 
criteria were items numbered 8, 9, and 10 (item variables DRIV, COMP, 
COl12). In addition, items 8, 9, 10 resulted in large fit between 
statistics as well as weighted mean square quite different in value 
from the total fit tests. The discrimination indexes resulting from 
the calibration of these items were the highest discrimination values 
obtained and upon initial inspection give the appearance of discrimi-
nating well between the pre-designated latent variable subgroups. 
Yet when the fit between statistics for items 8, 9, 10 were con-
sidered it was apparent that the misfit between groups was large. 
Another item variable which did not function as well as others 
was ACT1 (item 11) resulted in a total fit value of 1.59 which while 
not as high as those values gained by items 8, 9, 10 was higher than 
all other remaining values. The weighted mean square value was .55, 
greater than a standard deviation from the total fit value. Another 
consideration important to item 11 (ACT1) was the fit between statis-
tical value. This value of 2.03 was not as high as values produced by 
items other than 8, 9, and 10 and was considered in conjunction with a 
discrimination index of 1.55. Not a single person in the lowest latent 
variable group answered this item with a positive response. The Rasch 
Model assumes that at least some persons at the lower end of the latent 
variable being considered will answer the item with a positively scored 
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response. Thus, item 11 (ACTl) does not hold entirely to this assump-
tion. 
Rasch Intensity Ordering 
The second research question addressed in this study was as 
follows: If the 21 dichotomously scored items contained on the Stu-
dent Version of the Jenkins Activity Survey fit the Rasch Latent 
Trait Model, can they be ordered in terms of intensity? For pur-
poses of this study, the term intensity was defined as the difficulty 
parameter of the model. When persons manifest less of the latent 
variable than that required by the item, the probability of a posi-
tive response will be low. 
The BICAL 3 computer output yielded 3 panels of ordering infor-
mation which included: Serial Order, Difficulty (intensity). and Fit 
Order. This information is presented in Table 8, Table 9, and Table 
10 respectively. Serial order output incorporated the following 
information: the item sequence number; the item name, the item 
difficulty (which as stated previously, was defined for study pur-
poses as item intensity); the standard error of the item difficulty 
(See Appendix for mathematical formula); the items discrimination 
index and the total fit statistic for each item. The difficulty 
ordering output contains the same information as the serial order 
output with the only exception being that the items are listed in 
order of intensity (difficulty) ranging from the least intense item 
to the most intense item. The fit order output orders the item accord-
ing to the fit statistical value, from worst to best fit, and gives in 
addition to the information provided 
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Table 8 
ITEM SERIAL.ORDER 
SEQ ITEM ITEM STD DISC FIT 
NUM NAME DIFF ERROR INDX T TEST 
LIFE -1.52 0. 14 0.95 -0.04 
2 STRE -0. 19 0. 13 0.38 1.44 
3 EATl -0.68 0. 13 0.47 1. 46 
4 EAT2 1.00 0. 16 0.86 -0.10 
5 LIST -0.15 0.13 0.86 0.20 
6 WORD 1. 15 o. 16 1. 09 -0.48 
7 LATE 1. 58 0.18 0.84 -0.17 
8 DRIV -0.60 0.13 1. 92 -2.61 
9 COMP -0.96 0.13 1. 83 -2.45 
10 COM2 -1.00 0.13 1. 82 -2.27 
11 ACTl 0.20 0. 13 1. 55 -1.59 
12 ENER -0.04 0. 13 1.06 -0. 11 
13 TEMP -0.95 0.13 0. 78 0.07 
1!1 TIME 0.80 0. 15 0.46 0.95 
15 TIM2 -0.71 0. 13 o. 79 0.48 
16 PRO.J 0.37 0. 14 0.93 0.09 
17 SCDL 2.59 0.27 1.03 -0.06 
18 WORK -2.53 0. 18 0.67 0.04 
19 LEAD 0.20 0.13 1. 17 -0.66 
20 RESP 0.64 0. 14 1. 17 -0.53 
21 SERS 0. 78 0. 15 1. 14 -0.28 
MEAN 0.00 1.04 -0.31 
S.D. 1. 15 0.44 1.13 
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Table 9 
ITEM INTENSITY ORDER 
SEQ ITEM ITEM DISC FIT 
NUH NAME DIFF INDX T TEST 
18 WORK -2.53 0. 67 0.04 
1 LIFE -1.52 0.95 -0.04 
10 COM2 -1.00 1. 82 -2.27 
9 COHP -0.96 1. 83 -2.45 
13 TEHP -0.95 0.78 0.07 
15 TIM2 -0.71 0. 79 0 .1~8 
3 EATl -0.68 0.47 1. 46 
8 DRIV -0.60 1.92 -2.61 
2 STRE -0.19 0.38 l. 44 
5 LIST -0.15 0.86 0.20 
12 EMER -0.04 1.06 -0. 11 
11 ACT1 0.20 1. 55 -1.59 
19 LEAD 0.20 1. 17 -0.66 
16 PROJ 0.37 0.93 0.09 
20 RESP 0.64 1. 17 -0.53 
21 SERS 0.78 1. 14 -0.28 
14 TD1E 0.80 0.46 0.95 
4 EAT2 1.00 0. 86 -0.10 
6 WORD 1. 15 1. 09 -0.48 
7 LATE 1.58 0. 84 -0. 17 
17 SCDL 2.59 1. 03 -0.66 
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Table 10 
ITEM FIT ORDER 
SEQ ITEH ITEH ERR FIT T-TESTS WEIGHTED DISC POINT 
NUM NAME DIFF IHPAC BETWN TOTAL MNSQ OF INDX BISER 
8 DR tV -0.60 0.0 4.84 -2.61 0. 77 233 1.92 0.62 
9 COMP -0.96 0.0 4.55 -2.45 0.78 225 1. 83 0.60 
10 COH2 -1.00 0.0 3. 73 -2.27 0.80 224 1. 82 0.59 
11 ACT1 0.20 0.0 2.03 -1.59 0.85 214 1. 55 0.53 
17 SCDL 2.59 0.0 1.07 -0.66 0.87 56 1.03 0.22 
19 LEAD 0. 20 0.0 -0.69 -0.66 0.94 214 1. 1 j 0.43 
20 RESP 0.64 0.0 -0.32 -0.53 0.94 187 1. 17 0.39 
6 WORD 1. 15 0.0 -0.30 -0.48 0.94 149 1. 09 0.35 
21 SERS 0.78 0.0 0.45 -0.28 0.97 177 1. 14 0.37 
7 LATE 1.58 0.0 1. 01 -0. 17 0.97 117 0.84 0.24 
12 ENER -0.04 0.0 -0.4 7 -0. 11 0.99 224 1.06 0.38 
4 EAT2 1.00 0.0 1. 48 -0.10 0.98 160 0.86 0.29 
1 LifE -1.52 0.0 -0.97 -0.04 0.99 198 0.95 0. 35 
18 WORK -2.53 0.0 1. 24 0.04 1.00 122 0.67 0. 17 
16 PROJ 0.37 0.00 0.52 0.09 1. 01 204 0.93 0.34 
5 LIST -0. 15 0.01 -0.51 0.20 1.02 228 0.86 0.35 
15 TIM2 -0.71 0.02 -0.05 0.48 1.04 232 0.79 0.32 
13 TEMP -0.95 0.03 0.68 0.67 1. 06 226 0. 78 0.29 
14 TIME 0.80 0.05 1. 81 0.95 1. 10 175 0.46 0.18 
2 STRE -0.19 0.07 2.59 144 1. 14 229 0.38 0.21 
3 EAT1 -0.68 0.07 2.67 1.46 l. 14 232 0.47 0.22 
by the intensity (difficulty) ordering,the fit between statistic, the 
weighted mean square and the point biserial correlation coefficient. 
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TI1e calibration of these 21 Jenkins items on the total sample of 
287 persons resulted in a mean item intensity (difficulty) of 0.00 
with a standard deviation of 1.15. The least intense item was item 
18 (item variable WORK) which gained an item intensity of -2.53. 
Asked of the person by this item was the question: How often do you 
bring work home with you? The question itself seemed straightforward 
and when viewed intuitively seemed to attempt to gain information 
regarding the presence of the latent variable being considered, namely 
Pattern A behavior. Hard driving competitive behavior, a major com-
ponent of Pattern A behavior, would seem to be related to the frequency 
of bringing work home to be accomplished during what would be consi-
dered by others to be leisure time. Further examination of this item 
revealed that the 3 alternatives offered were: Rarely or never; once 
a week or less often; and more than once a tveek. These available 
alternatives may have been the reason this item was calibrated as the 
least intense item as none of the 3 choices seemed any more hard 
driving than typical student behavior. 
The most intense item was item 17 (item variable SCDL) which 
received a value of +2.59. Thus, the range of item intensity was 
from -2.53 to +2.59. This SCDL item variable asked the question con-
cerning the maintenance of a regular study schedule during vacation 
periods. Behavior such as this, studying when it is not necessary to 
do so, even intuitively seems to reflect the behavior of someone who 
is constantly outwardly striving to achieve. SCDL, the most intense 
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measure of Pattern A behavior, was followed by item variable LATE (item 
7) which asks: How often do you arrive late when you tell someone you 
will meet them? The Pattern A response is alternative C which reads: 
"I am never late", which is a statement that is quite definitive of 
Pattern A behavior reflecting components of the operational definition 
of this behavior. The item intensity of the variable LATE (item 7) 
was 1.58 and was approximately an item standard deviation from item 
variable SCDL (item 17). SCDL and LATE thus calibrated a standard 
deviation apart. The standard error of measure associated with SCDL 
was .52, thus being 2 SEH away from LATE. The SEH associated with 
LATE was .31. These 2 items produced error values that were larger 
than values for any of the remaining 19 items. The remaining items 
calibrated with standard errors of measure ranging from .22 to .27. 
Item variable WORD (item 6) followed by item variable EAT2 (item 
4) displayed intensity values of 1.15 and 1.00 respectively. These 2 
items were closer to each other than SCDL and LATE, being .15 logits 
apart. Item variable WORD (item 6) was .43 logits less than item 
variable LATE. The spread of these 4 items while seemingly inconsis-
tent, should be viewed with reference to both their intensity values 
and the error of measure associated with them. Stated previously and 
depicted below on Table 11 are the item intensity values and the stan-
dard error of measurement associated with these 4 intense item variables 
(SCDL, LATE, WORD, EAT2; items 17, 7, 6, 4). Note that item 17 is 
almost 2 of its SEH of .52 from 7: that item 7 is approximately 1~ 
of its SEM from item 6; and that item 6 is 1 SEM from item 4. 
Viewed within the standard error framework assists placement of 
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Table 11 
THE FOUR HOST INTENSE ITEMS WITH ASSOCIATED ERROR 
Item Number Item Variable Name Intensity Standard Error of Measure 
17 SCDL 2.59 .52 
7 LATE 1.58 .31 
6 WORD 1.15 .16 
4 EAT2 1.00 .16 
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these items in a linear dimension. 
Item variables TIME, SERS, RESP, PROJ, LEAD and ACT! (Items num-
bered 14, 21, 20, 16, 19, and 11) followed item variable EAT2 (item 4) 
in intensity. The intensity values for these items ranged from .80 
to .20 and calibrated with the following values: TIME .80; SERS . 78; 
RESP .64; PROJ .37; LEAD .20 and ACTl .20. Table 12 depicts these 
item variables focusing on both item intensity and the error of mea-
surement associated with each item. Item variables TIME and SERS 
were .02 logits apart and were less than a standard error of each 
other while moving down in item intensity from SERS to LEAD demon-
strated a standard error of measure between each of these items. 
ACTl and LEAD calibrated at the same intensity level and manifested 
similar standard errors. The questions posed by these items are not 
similar as the ACTl item variable asks: How could your spouse or 
best friend rate your general level of activity? While item variable 
LEAD asks: When you are in a group, do the other people tend to look 
to you for leadership? These 2 items while apparently reflecting dis-
similar behaviors were equally intense. Thus, it may be said that 
these items (ACT1 and LEAD) measure Pattern A behavior at the same 
intensity level, occupying the very same position on the linear dimen-
sion. 
The remaining 11 items ranged in intensity from -.04 to -2.53. 
All of these remaining 11 items calibrated below the mean intensity 
value of 0.00, and may be said to be items which measure the less 
intense aspects of Pattern A behavior. Table 13 depicts these items 
giving their item number, variable name, intensity value and the 
Table 12 
INTENSITY OF ITEMS FOLLOWING EAT2 
Item Number Item Variable Name Intensity Standard Error of Measure 
14 
21 
20 
16 
19 
11 
THIE 
SERS 
RESP 
PROJ 
LEAD 
ACTl 
.80 
. 78 
.64 
.37 
.20 
.20 
.15 
. 15 
. 14 
. 14 
.15 
. 13 
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Table 13 
ITEMS BELOW MEAN INTENSITY 
Item Number Item Variable Name Intensitz Standard Error of Measure 
12 ENER -.04 .13 
5 LIST -. 15 .13 
2 STRE -. 19 .13 
8 DRIV -.60 . 13 
3 EAT1 -.68 .13 
15 TIM2 -. 71 . 13 
13 TEHP -.95 .13 
9 COHP -.96 . 13 
10 COM2 -1.00 .13 
1 LIFE -1.52 . 14 
18 WORK -2.53 .18 
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standard error of measurement associated with each. It is of interest 
to note that the standard error of measure was the same for 9 of these 
items differing only for the 2 least intense items (LIFE, WORK). Item 
variable ENER was a standard error of measure from LIST, but LIST and 
STRE seemed to occupy the same relative position. Item variable DRIV 
was considerably less intense than STRE, occupying a position approx-
imately 3~ standard errors below the STRE item variable. The intensity 
ordering from DRIV down to TIM2 demonstrated these values: +-.60 
(DRIV)~ -.68 (EATl); and-. 71 (TIM2). Again there was less than a 
standard error between these items giving them an almost identical 
linear position. Yet TIM2 was about a 1.5 standard errors from the 
next item variable TEMP. These 2 items do not occupy the same posi-
tion. COHP and COM2, while less intense than TIM2, calibrated with 
intensity values which were similar. The progression from COM2 down 
to the least intense item on the Jenkins Activity Survey demonstrated 
that COM2 was 4 standard errors of measure more intense than the next 
item variable LIFE and that LIFE was 7.5 standard errors from the least 
intense item WORK. It was evident that the spread of items at the 
lower end of the Pattern A variable, namely those items below the mean 
intensity value of 0.00 demonstrated some item overlap in addition to 
wide gaps between items at the lower end of the variable. 
Summary Rasch intensity ordering. The intensity ordering of 
the 21 Jenkins items resulted in the item variable WORK (item 18) 
as being the least intense item and item variable SCDL (item 17) 
as being the most intense item. The range 
provided by the item calibration was -2.53 to +2.59 logits. Some of 
the items calibrated at intensity levels which were similar, so 
similar that they seemingly occupied the same position on a linear 
continuum. This was especially true for the items at the middle of 
the Pattern A variable continuum. The items at both extreme ends 
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of the continuum were one logit apart from the next item respectively. 
Thus the items tended to overlap in the middle of the variable, 
leaving a wide gap at each extreme. 
Guttman Scale Application 
Analysis of the Guttman Scale computer output for the 10 most 
intense items defined by the Rasch Model analysis for the entire 
sample of subjects was considered prior to comparison with the Rasch 
ordering. These item variables included: ACT1, LEAD, PROJ, RESP, 
SERS, TIME, EAT2, WORD, LATE, and SCDL. The Guttman Scale ordering 
of these item variables was as is depicted in Table 14. The ordering 
being from the most intense to the least intense item, SCDL (item 17) 
would result in positive responses to the remaining 9 items. A score 
of 9 signifies that a positive response to the next most intense item 
LATE (item 7) would result in a positive response to the remaining 8 
items. The same pattern is followed for the remaining items. This 
pattern is in accordance with the triangular response pattern which 
demonstrates the defined cumulative property of a Guttman Scale. 
Because a Guttman Scale represents a deterministic model each devia-
tion from the expected triangular pattern is termed an error. Table 
15 depicts the error associated with each item variable. The error 
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Table 14 
GUTTHAN ORDERING 
10 SCDL 
9 LATE 
8 HORD 
7 EAT2 
6 TIME 
5 SERS 
4 RESP 
3 PROJ 
2 ACTl 
1 LEAD 
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Table 15 
GUTTMAN SCALE 
ERROR 
FAILED PASSED 
SCDL 0 15 
LATE 0 38 
WORD 0 51 
EAT2 3 55 
TIME 6 58 
SERS 12 46 
RESP 26 36 
PROJ 56 37 
ACTl 92 8 
LEAD 149 0 
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is classified in two ways designated by either "FAILING" or "PASSING". 
Note that FAILING signifies that individuals failed an item (did not 
answer the item with a positively scored TYPE A response) which should 
have been passed (answered with a positively scored TYPE A response). 
Conversely, PASSING signifies that an item was passed (that is answered 
with a positively scored TYPE A response) which should have been 
failed (answered with a negatively scored response). These opera-
tional definitions of PASSING and FAILING are the substance of the 
Guttman Scaling Model which states that a positive response to the 
most intense scaled item should result in a positive response to the 
remaining items of lesser intensity. 
Table 16 illustrates the percentage distribution of positively 
scored responses. The most intense item in the Guttman analysis was 
answered with a positively scored response by only 5% of the subjects. 
This item was the item variable known as SCDL. ACTl and LEAD were 
the least intense items and were both answered with a positive response 
by 35% of the subjects. Because the number of subjects in the sample 
was 287 an increased percentage point reflects approximately 3 addi-
tional positive responses, more specifically 2.87 positive responses. 
Thus the percentage distribution of items reveals that 24 more subjects 
answered positively to the item variable LATE than did to the SCDL 
variable as well as the fact that the item variable SERS received 
only 3 more positively scored responses than did TIME the item variable 
preceding it. Another interesting manifestation of the Guttman per-
centage distribution is that these 10 item variables were answered with 
a positively scored response by no greater than 35% of the 287 subjects 
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Table _16 
GUTTMAN SCALE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF POSITIVELY SCORED RESPONSES (N=287) 
PERCENT OF SUBJECTS ANSWERING WITH A 
ITEM VARIABLE POSITIVELY SCORED RESPONSE 
SCDL 5 
LATE 13 
WORD 18 
EAT2 20 
TIME 23 
SERS 24 
RESP 26 
PROJ 31 
ACT1 35 
LEAD 35 
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participating in the analysis. 
The Coefficient of Reproducibility; the Minimum Marginal Repro-
ducibility; the Percent Improvement and the Coefficient of Scalability 
derived from these item variables all received values less than values 
defined by Guttman Analysis to be acceptable. These values are presented 
in Table 17. The Coefficient of Reproducibility is .1381 less than 
the acceptable value of .9 which is said to reflect the extent to 
which a subject scale score is predictive of his/her response pattern. 
The Percent Improvement gained by subtracting the Coefficient of 
Reproducibility from the Minimum Marginal Reproducibility rendered a 
value of .0087 demonstrating the minute extent to which the reproduc-
ibility coefficient is due to just response patterns. The extremely 
low value (.0377) found for the coefficient of scalability is much 
below the desirable Guttman value of .6 or above. As stated previously 
scalability gives evidence of undimensionability and of the cumulative 
properties of a Guttman Scale. 
Table 18 provides information regarding the interrelationships of 
items. The Yule's Q coefficient gives an item by item relationship, 
providing more specific information than the Biserial coefficient 
which relates a specific item to all other remaining items. It was 
interesting to note that ACTl, the least intense variable, demon-
strated a relationship of greater than .4 with LEAD, RESP, SERS and 
EAT2 and gained a Biserial coefficient of .3983 while SCDL, the most 
intense variable demonstrated a relationship of greater than .4 with 
LEAD, PROJ, RESP and SERS with a Biserial coefficient of .3789. The 
variable with the highest Biserial coefficient was RESP (.4593) while 
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Table 17 
GUTTNAN SCALE STATISTICS 
VALUE 
Coefficient of Reproducibility . 7619 
ttinimum Harginal Reproducibility . 7706 
Percent Improvement .0087 
Coefficient of Scalability .0377 
Table 18 
GUTTHAN SCALE COEFFICIENTS 
YULE'S Q •• 
ACT1 LEAD PROJ RESP SERS TIME EAT2 \-lORD LATE SCDL 
ACTI 1.000 0.4444 0.2149 0.4315 0.4681 -0.0512 0.4419 0.3333 0.0562 0.2601 
LEAD 0.4444 1. 0000 0.2149 0.4915 0.3333 -0.512 0.1630 0.3333 0.3546 0.5021 
PROJ 0.2149 0.2149 1.0000 0.4113 0.0473 0. 1901 -0.1637 -0.0008 -0.2024 0.4628 
RESP 0.4315 0.4915 0.4113 1.0000 0.7036 -0. 1243 -0.0173 0. 1997 0.2900 0.5586 
SERS 0.4681 0.3333 0.0473 0. 7036 1.0000 -0.0978 -0. 1153 0.3289 0. 2329 0. 5068 
TIHE -0.0512 -0.0512 0. 1901 -0. 1243 -0.0978 1.0000 0. 0770 0.3878 -0.3681 0.2619 
EAT2 0.4419 0. 16 30 -0. 1637 -0.0173 -0. 1153 0.0770 1. 0000 0.3345 0. 3971 0. 1830 
WORD 0.333 0.3333 -0.0008 0. 199 7 0.3289 0.3878 0.3345 1.0000 0.1129 0.0689 
LATE 0.0562 0.3546 -0.2024 0.2900 0.2329 -0.3681 0. 39 71 o. 1129 1.0000 0.0085 
SCDL 0.2601 0.5021 0.4628 0.5586 0.5068 0.2619 0.1830 0.0689 0.0085 1.0000 
BISERIAL CORR 
SCALE-
ITEM 0.3983 0.3847 0.1612 0.4593 0.3608 0.0262 0. 1628 0.3059 0. 1353 0.3789 
-..,J 
w 
the TIME variable displayed the smallest Biserial coefficient ( .0262) 
indicating that the TIME item was not related to other items to any 
great extent. 
Summary Guttman scale application. The 10 most intense items 
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as defined by the Rasch Model calibration were subjected to an appli-
cation of a Guttman Scale procedure. The resulting Guttman statistics 
were a coefficient of reproducibility of .7619 and a value of .0377 
for a coefficient of scalability. These values were below the tra-
ditionally accepted Guttman values and were a reflection of the less 
than perfect response patterns found in the data. This analysis also 
presented item correlations. The item variable which correlated 
the highest with the remaining 9 items was RESP (.4593) while the 
item variable TIME demonstrated the smallest correlation. Both 
RESP and TIME were not in extreme positions in the intensity ordering. 
Comparison of Rasch Intensity Ordering With Guttman Scale Ordering 
The third research question was: How will the ordering of 
items accomplished with the Rasch Model compare to the item ordering 
of a Guttman Scaling procedure? When comparing the results of the 
Guttman Scaling procedure with the results from the Rasch calibration, 
many similarities and many differences were found. Table 19 compares 
the intensity ordering of the Guttman procedure to that of the Rasch 
calibration. As stated the 10 most intense items defined in the 
Rasch calibration were processed utilizing the Guttman Scaling 
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Table 19 
COMPARISON OF RASCH AND GUTTMAN ORDERING 
RASCH GUTTMAN 
1 7. SCDL SCDL 
7. LATE LATE 
6. WORD WORD 
4. EAT2 EAT2 
14. TIME TIME 
21. SERS SERS 
20. RESP RESP 
16. PROJ PROJ 
19. LEAD ACTl 
11. ACT1 LEAD 
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procedure. As expected, the intensity ordering of the 10 
items was similar with both procedures. A difference in order did 
occur with the 2 least intense items. Both the Rasch calibration and 
the Guttman Scaling procedure evaluate an item's intensity by consi-
dering the number of positive responses to an item, thus both employ 
response methodology. The concern of each model being whether a sub-
ject selects the particular response which best indicates the relation-
ship of the stimulus to the subject himself. Both models analyze each 
item by focusing upon the number of positively scored responses to the 
item and consequently comparing the items accordingly. The primary 
question addressed by each model is: Can the variable be represented 
by an ordinal scale? 
In addition both models assume that the variable of interest is 
unidimensional and is represented by dichotomously scored items which 
are related to it. The Guttman Scaling Model is stated in terms of 
the ideal case and assumes responses to items to be determined by 
those parameters associated with subjects and items. Because of this 
"ideal case" within the Guttman Scaling Hodel statement, there is not 
a provision for error. Thus, the error associated with the Type AJ 
scale consisting of the 10 most intense item variables defined by the 
Rasch Model Calibration is seemingly large and does not fit the ideal 
cumulative Guttman Scale. Although the items did order in intensity in 
the same manner, with both the Guttman and Rasch analysis, the Guttman 
Scale application reflects considerable error. For example when con-
sidering the error associated with each item variable contained on 
Table 20 it is apparent that within the failed category, specifically 
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Table 20 
PERCENTAGE OF GUTTMAN SCALE ERROR 
FAILED PASSED 
N % N % 
SCDL 0 0 15 5.22 
LATE 0 0 38 13.24 
t.J'ORD 0 0 51 17.77 
EAT2 3 1.04 55 19. 16 
TIME 6 2.09 58 20.20 
SERS 12 4. 18 46 16.02 
RESP 26 9.05 36 12.54 
PROJ 56 19.51 37 12.89 
ACTl 92 32.05 8 2.78 
LEAD 149 51.91 0 0 
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those individuals who failed an item which should have been passed, 
the ACT1 and LEAD item variables were represented by one third and one-
half of the 287 subjects. It is also of interest to note that as the 
items move from greater to lesser intensity the percentage of error 
within the failed category progressively increases. The same pheno-
menon does not exist for the passed category. The percentage error 
associated with each item variable progressively increases as movement 
occurs from the most intense item (SCDL) to the item ranked fifth in 
intensity (Tllffi). From TIME down to LEAD, the least intense item, 
the percentage of error progressively decreases. Thus for the passed 
category most of the error is contained within the variables ranked in 
the middle. 
Comparing the error resulting from the Guttman analysis to that 
of the Rasch fit analysis brought forth many interesting issues. The 
provision for error contained within the Rasch Model is a function of 
this model's probabilistic nature. The Rasch fit statistic allows 
for a mathematical decision concerning whether the obtained item 
intensity differs significantly from what theoretically would be 
expected by just chance alone. Table 21 presents the ranking of the 
10 intense items decided by both the Guttman and the Rasch Models, the 
total Guttman error derived by adding the number of errors in both 
the passing and failing categories for each item; and the Rasch fit 
statistic. Note that most of the Rasch fit statistics do not deviate 
significantly greater than one standard deviation value (.70) away 
from a value of one. The only item variable wl1ich does so is ACT1 
with a fit statistic of -1.59. 
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Table 21 
GUTTMAN ERROR AND RASCH FIT 
Tot;tl 
Guttman RASCH 
Error Fit 
--~----· 
SCDL 15 -0.66 
LATE 38 -0.17 
WORD 51 -0.48 
EAT2 58 -0. 10 
TUfE 6lt 0.95 
SERS 58 -0.28 
RESP 62 -0.53 
PROJ 93 -0.09 
ACTl 100 -1.59 
LEAD 149 -0.66 
Comparison of Rasch Intensity Order with Guttman Order. The 
ordering of items provided by both the Rasch Model and the Guttman 
Scaling Model was identical. The Rasch Model application resulted 
in nine of the ten items considered to statistically fit the model 
while the Guttman Scale application demonstrated considerable 
response error. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The application of the Rasch Model and Guttman Model to the same 
data produced similar results. Yet the Guttman Scaling Model does not 
fit the data while the data is demonstrated to fit the Rasch Model. 
Both of these models analyze items by considering the number of posi-
tive responses. The question then becomes why did the outcome of the 
Rasch Model application demonstrate the sought after fit while applica-
tion of the Guttman Scaling ~fodel result in a considerable amount of 
error? The complete determinism of the Guttman Model does not allow 
for deviation from the previously discussed triangular response pat-
tern. This is a rigid expectation which allows for scaling of only 
those items which can adhere to this stringent model. Nothing can be 
accounted for by random variation. The model blatantly fits the items 
or it does not. Conversely, the Rasch One Parameter Latent Trait 
Hodel is nondeterministic allowing for variation which may be attri-
butable to chance. The probabilistic character of the Rasch allows 
for the assumption that all elementary outcomes are equally likely. 
Thus the probability of a positively scored response to an item on 
the Student Version of the Jenkins Activity Survey is as equally 
likely as a response scored with a zero. The most elementary defini-
tion of probability stated in terms of a dichotomy is: 
(l) _P-'-(A-'-) ____,.,----- == • 5 
Total II of outcomes 
or 
(2) P(B) .5 
Total II of outcomes 
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The above equations demonstrate that event A (a pattern A 
response) is independent from event B (a pattern B response). The 
probabilistic functions of the Rasch Model thus allows for variation 
in responses beyond that determined by subject and item parameters, 
for probability theory regards event A to be as likely event B as the 
number of observations increases. As a direct consequence of this 
equally likely notion, the Rasch Model as all other probabilistic 
models does allow for the presence of a certain amount of unsystematic 
variation or error. Thus in the presence of the variation in the 
responses of the 287 subjects to the Jenkins Activity Survey, the 
Rasch Fit Statistics viewed how the sample observation deviated from 
probability expectations. The fit statistics obtained for each of 
the 21 items on the JAS-SV allowed for some variation. 
Table 22 depicts the intensity ordering defined by both models 
as well as the Rasch item intensity estimates. 
These Rasch intensity estimates ranged in value from 2.59 to .20. 
In order to define a variable in accordance with the Rasch Model 
Wright and Stone (1979) have stated that for two items to define a 
line between them the difference between the Rasch intensity estimates 
of the two items should be greater than one standard error. This 
holds true for the distance between a~y two items. 
An issue explored was to determine if the distance between each 
intensity estimate was adequate to demonstrate a linear direction to 
the latent variable that the items contained on the Student Version of 
the Jenkins Activity Survey (JAS-SV) is stated to measure, namely TYPE 
A or Coronary Prone Behavior. 
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Table 22 
INTENSITY ORDERING WITH ASSOCIATED 
RASCH INTENSITY ESTUfATES AND STANDARD ERROR 
RASCH STANDARD 
ITEM II NAME INTENSITY ERROR 
17 SCDL 2.59 .27 
7 LATE 1. 58 .18 
6 WORD 1. 15 . 16 
4 EAT2 1.00 .16 
Ill TIME .80 .15 
21 SERS . 78 .15 
20 RESP .64 .14 
16 PROJ .37 . 14 
19 LEAD .20 .13 
11 ACT1 .20 . 13 
0 
Figure 2 
JENKINS ACTIVITY SURVEY-STUDENT VERSION 
.19 16 
II• • 
.5 
RASCH INTENSITY CALIBRATION 
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19 =LEAD 
II= ACTi 
16 = PROJ 
20 = RESP 
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17 
• 
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14 =TIME 
4 =EAT 2 
6 =WORD 
7 =LATE 
17 = SCDL 
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Figure 2 depicts the 10 most intense items and their position 
on a linear logit scale. The linear log transformation utilized to 
convert item intensity (difficulty) into logits is seen in the appen-
dix. Items 11 (ACTl) and 19 (LEAD) calibrated with the same intensity 
while items 14 (TIME),21 (SERS) and 20 (RESP) calibrated less than a 
standard error apart. Item 6 (WORD) and item 4 (EAT2) are barely a 
standard error apart. For variables to define a line there should be 
greater than a standard error between them. Thus it seems that at 
least 4 items can be deleted which may be measuring Pattern A behavior 
with the same intensity. The decision as to which specific items to 
delete may be arbitrary, as the item calibration is so similar. The 
assumption of the Rasch Model is that items calibrated at the same 
position on the logit scale are measuring the variable at a similar 
level of intensity (difficulty). Logically speaking, the items which 
best represent a necessary component of the operational definition of 
Pattern A behavior, in addition to being well constructed psycho-
metrically should be retained. Thus, the possibilities for a 6 item 
Guttman-type Scale are viewed as all of the possible linear combina-
tions of those items which are greater than a standard error apart. 
The clustering of items at .20 logits of intensity (items 11 and 19) 
and at .14 and .15 logits of intensity (items 14, 21, and 20) all 
seem to be deriving different aspects of the Pattern A behavior mea-
sured by the Jenkins Activity Survey-Student Version. The same does 
not hold true for items L, (EAT2) and 6 (HORD) calibrated at . 16 
1ogits of intensity which ask the subject to rate himself in terms of 
behavior which can be termed impatient. The relative importance of a 
particular item to a new Guttman like.scale must then as previously 
stated, be determined by an intuitive decision of an item's contribu-
tion to variable definition. 
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Another strikingly apparent issue is derived from the intensity 
ordering of these 10 items. The most intense item (SCDL, item 17) is 
many standard errors away from the next item (LATE: item 7). While a 
positive response to this item may indeed measure Pattern A behavior, 
what about the logit intensity gap between SCDL and LATE? Additional 
items should be constructed in accord with the operational definition 
of the Pattern A variable focusing on the more intense aspects of the 
variable. Suggestions for additional items are presented in Appendix I. 
These items can be administered with the previously calibrated items 
to determine if they can be placed at the intensity levels between 
SCDL (2.59 logits) and LATE (1.58 logits). In addition to accomplish-
ing this objective another objective will be realized. This additional 
objective is the demonstration of calibration invariance. The Rasch 
Model assumes sample free measure. Thus previously calibrated items 
should calibrate at a similar intensity level. This will guarantee 
reliability of the placement of these items at their respective posi-
tions on the logit scale. 
Thus far it has been demonstrated that the Rasch Model intensity 
calibration of 10 items from the Student Version of the Jenkins Acti-
vity Survey compares favorably with the item ordering provided by 
Guttman Scale Analysis. The Rasch Model was shown to provide an addi-
tional benefit of item fit analysis derived from the probabilistic 
nature of the Rasch Model. It is also important to note that in 
:1cldition to intensity ordering and fit analysis, the Rasch t'!odel can 
provide int:erv:tl level me:tstn:ement once :1 c:1l:l.brated item's position 
on the logit scale is determined. This fact gives increased support 
for thP uti llty of the Rnsch Model in cre:1ting a (~uttm<tn like scale. 
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A long estrrblished critlclsm of the Guttman Scaling Model is that it 
provides only ordinal level measurement for which parametric statistics 
may not be applicnble. With the Rasch Model, it may be possible to 
build a Guttmrrn Scale with interval measurement properties. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine if the 21 items con-
tained on the Student Version of the Jenkins Activity Survey, a m~a­
sure of Pattern A (coronary prone behavior) behavior, could be 
calibrated and ordered employing the one parameter latent trait 
model known as the Rasch Model. This primary purpose was partitioned 
into three major areas of inquiry which included: determining the 
statistical fit of the Rasch Model to the Jenkins Survey; determining 
how calibrated items would order in intensity and a subsequent com-
parison of the results of the Rasch fit analysis and ordering to a 
Guttman Scaling Model. A sample of 300 university students consented 
to respond to the Student Version of the Jenkins Activity Survey. 
Thirteen of the 300 questionnaires were eliminated because of incom-
plete responses. 
The initial research problem was to determine if the 21 Jenkins 
items fit the Rasch Model. It was found that 18 of the 21 items were 
in accord with the model. The three misfitting items were items 8, 
9, and 10 which ask the respondent to rate himself in terms of hard-
driving competitive behavior. Examination of these items revealed 
that the four response options available for these three items 
were identical as were the kind of behavior these items were 
attempting to identify .. Item 11, although exhibiting an acceptable 
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total fit statistic demonstrated misfit between the latent variable 
subgroupings. This phenonomen also occurred with items 8, 9, and 19 
which demonstrated statistical misfit. 
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The intensity ordering provided by the Rasch item calibration 
resulted in item 17, that item which asks about maintaining a regular 
study schedule over vacation periods as being the most intense measure 
of Pattern A Behavior, the latent variable under consideration. This 
item calibrated at 2.59 on the linear log scale of the Rasch Model. 
The ten most intense items were as follows: item 17 (SCDL); item 7 
(LATE); item 6 (WORD); item 4 (EAT2); item 14 (TIME); item 21 (SERS); 
item 20 (RESP); item 16 (PROJ); item 19 (LEAD) and item 11 (ACTI). 
TI1ese ten items were then subjected to the Guttman Scaling Model 
in order to compare the Guttman approach to the Rasch approach. It 
was found that the ordering of these ten items was identical for both 
models. The Guttman analysis demonstrated unacceptable reproducibility 
and scalability values, as well as considerable response error. Yet, 
the Rasch analysis demonstrated acceptable total fit statistics for 
each of the ten items. The only misfit occurring with these items was 
the fit between statistic found in item 11 which was coupled with a 
discrimination index of greater than one. This item did not function 
as the model would predict. What occurred was that too many individuals 
who answered positively to more intense items answered negatively to 
this item. Comparing the Rasch and Guttman outcomes clearly demon-
strates the utility of the Rasch probabilistic approach which allows 
for the existence of a degree of error. It is reasonable to assume 
that items which are to measure a variable will never be totally 
infallible. The Rasch Model, unlike the Guttman Model allows for a 
degree of error to exist and is not bound by absolute determinism. 
It was also demonstrated that the Jenkins Activity Survey-
Student Version can be improved as a consequence of this Rasch Model 
application. For example, the most intense items can be retained 
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while the least intense items may be discarded as it can be assumed 
that almost everyone will answer a low intensity item with a positively 
scored re~ponse. Other items which may be deleted are those items 
demonstrating model misfit. Additional items should be constructed 
and calibrated to measure the more intense manifestations of the 
variable. This will assist to fill the gap between the most intense 
item, item 17 (SCDL) and the item which follows it, item 7 (LATE). 
It can be concluded that the Rasch Latent Trait 
Model may provide a more reasonable approach to creating a Guttman 
Scale. The Rasch Model, in addition to providing an intensity order-
ing of items will also assist to create an interval measure. Items 
calibrated on the linear-log scale (logit) by the Rasch Model can be 
placed at specified intervals on a line. Those items demonstratin~ 
than a standard error between them define a position in the assumed 
unidimensional latent space occupied by the variable under considera-
tion. 
The major criticism of the Guttman Scaling Model is that 
criticism given to deterministic models, namely that these models 
lack statistical tests of item fit. In addition, the Guttman Scaling 
Model provides only an ordinal level measure. These criticisms seem 
to be answered by the Rasch Model, as the outcomes provided here 
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suggest that the Rasch not only may be used to create a Guttman Scale, 
but that this Guttman Scale can exhibit interval level measurement. 
This is a new and relatively unexplored application of this one para-
meter latent trait model. Although an existing measure of an opera-
tionally defined variable was used to describe this process, an 
approach such as this need not be limited to existing behavioral 
instruments. New measures can be constructed in this way, once the 
latent variable is defined and items are constructed to measure the 
variable. 
A Rasch Model approach to a Guttman Scale, possessing interval 
level measurement properties would certainly assist to improve measures 
of behavioral phenomenon. The number of items needed to measure a 
behavioral variable could be reduced. In addition, a positive response 
to an item calibrated at the intense level of a variable would give 
:f_nformation concerning a subject's response to less intense items, 
locate the amount of the variable exhibited by the subject on a 
linear logit scale, and provide an interval measure of the variable. 
Each of the above factors are desirable properties of objective mea-
surement. Variables will as a consequence have meaning. The rela-
tionship between each item and the variable will be known. This will 
allow inferences to be made concerning the amount of the variable 
possessed by each subject. 
Several implications exist as a consequence of this study. 
These implications not only serve Educational Research and Measu~e­
ment, but all disciplines engaged in the measurement of behavioral 
variables. Current applications of the Rasch Latent Trait Model are 
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seen in the realm of achievement testing and include item banking, 
test development, as well as tailored testing. These may also be 
applied to behavioral measures as well. What has been demonstrated 
in this study has been yet another application of this model. For 
the educator as well as the clinician, objective measurement of 
student's attitudes and behaviors may provide necessary information. 
For example, knowledge concerning variables such as anxiety and 
stress in the university student has always been limited by the 
instruments used to measure them. This has been the case of Pattern 
A Behavior measured by the Student Version of the Jenkins Activity 
Survey. Working to make the Jenkins Survey an objective, specifically 
an interval Guttman Scale would assist to identify those college stu-
dents who possess a high degree of this behavior by asking just a few 
questions. An approach such as this would be an effective screening 
device to be used in the prevention of coronary heart disease, a 
' 
major American health problem. 
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MODEL: 
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APPENDIX A 
RASCH MODEL 
Notion of objective methods for transforming 
observation into measurement. 
Analogy: Measuring height for when someone 
says they are 5'6" tall, we do not ask to see 
the yardstick and we also know that another 
person who is 5'6" tall will measure the same 
even if a different yardstick is used. 
1. Calibration of measuring instruments must 
be independent of those objects used for 
calibration. 
2. Measurement of objects must be independent 
of the instrument used for calibration. 
When any individual encounters any item, the 
outcome is determined by the product of that 
individual's ability and the easiness of the 
item. 
APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX B 
RASCH MODEL 
ANALYSIS OF FIT 
I. Purpose: The purpose of analyzing the manner in which the data 
fit the Rasch Model is to examine the plausibility of 
responses. 
II. Procedure: Standardized residuals are utilized to determine 
significant deviations from model expectations. 
Ill. The sequence of steps necessary to determine the fit of data to 
the Rasch Model is as follows: 
A. Observe the difference between the estimates of difficulty 
for each subject and each item (bv - di) 
1. The greater the positive difference, the easier the item. 
2. When the difference becomes more negative, the item 
becomes increasingly difficult. 
B. The equation for the estimated P~i for response Xvi is: 
Pvi = exp(bv- di)/1 + exp (bv- di) 
1. bv = estimated ability of person v. 
2. di = estimated difficulty calibration of item 
3. p = (an estimated probability) will be used vi 
expected value of response X vi. 
C. The expected variance of response Xvi is: 
D. The standardized residual for Xvi given Pvi is: 
-l 
z . = (Yi - p i) I /P . ( 1 - p . ) (1 V1 ·~ V - V1 V~ 
i. 
as the 
Thus the expected value Pvi for each observation subtracted 
from the observation in question (xvi). The residual differ-
ence is standardized by the scaling divisor {Pvi(1 - Pvi2f2. 
Following this procedure gives all residuals a mean of 0 and 
a standard deviation of 1. Note that the scaling divisor is 
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the binomial standard deviation of the observation. If the 
data fit the Rasch Model the outcome will be that the stan-
dardized residual Zvi will be distributed as a normal dis-
tribution. Thus the mean will -be approximately 0 and the 
standard deviation will be approximately 1. 
The squares of the standardized residuals will be distributed 
according to the chi square distribution. 
E. Specific to the dichotomous response situation (scored with 
either a "1" or a "0" are the following equations: 
1. When x = 0: 
a. Z0 = -exp{(b - d)/27 
b. Z0 2 exp(b - d) 
2. When x = 1: 
a. +e xp {ci - b) I'!} 
B. exp (d - b). 
F. To evaluate the fit of each item and each subject the follow-
ing steps will be taken: 
1. To determine item fit the item's vector of standard 
square residuals (z2vi) over the sample of v = 1, N 
subjects are summed. The misfit statistic for items 
given by the following equation is calculated 
Vi ~ z2vi/(N - 1) 
v 
2. To determine the fit of each subject v, the subjects 
vector of standard square residuals (Z vi) over the 
test of i = 1, L items are summed. The misfit statistic 
is calculated. 
Vv t z2vi/(L - 1) 
~ 
APPENDIX C 
APPENDIX C 
RASCH ITEH CALIBRATION 
I. Preliminary Steps 
A. Construct a subject by item matrix. For dichotomously 
scored items, a 1 designates a positive response and a 0 
a negative response. 
B. This phase involves editing the subject by item matrix. 
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Subjects and items which cannot be calibrated are removed. 
The criteria for removal of subjects are those with all 
correct or incorrect responses. The same is true for 
items. Those items with all correct or incorrect responses 
are removed. 
C. Next the distributions of person scores and item scores are 
constructed. The scores are given as a proportion of a 
maximum possible value in combination with the frequency of 
occurrence of each proportion. 
The proportions are converted to log odds or logits. The 
conversion to logits is accomplished in the following way: 
1) For items: the natural log of the proportion incorrect is 
divided by the proportion correct. 
2) For subjects: the natural log of the proportion of successes 
is divided by failures. 
The converted proportions are bound by 0 and 1 and form a 
new scale which extends from -oo to +oo • The new scale is 
linear in terms of the underlying variable. The variable 
will increase with the proportion of incorrect responses 
when item difficulty is considered. The variable will also 
increase with the proportion of correct responses. 
D. The mean and variance for each logit distribution is computed 
(The subject logit distribution and the item logit distribution) 
II. Obtaining Initial Item Calibrations 
A. Construct a grouped distribution consisting of nine columns. 
These nine columns can be viewed as the sequence of steps 
taken to obtain the initial calibration of items. 
B. The column headings (or sequence) includes the following: 
1) Column is the item label (the number of the item) 
2) Column 2 is the item score (the number of positive 
responses to the item e.g. those items scored 1.) 
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3) Column 3 is the item frequence. (The frequency of items 
at each score group). 
4) Column 4 is item scores converted into proportion correct. 
(Proportion i = Si/N) 
5) Column 5 converts proportion correct into proportion in-
correct. (l - Pi) 
6) Column 6 converts this proportion into logits incorrect. 
Note that to obtain each item score group logit the pro-
portion correct and proportion incorrect is obtained. 
Then the natural log for each is determined. 
(xi = ln[(l - pi) /pj}) 
7) Column 7 is the product of the item frequency and the 
log it incorrect. ( f iXi) 
8) Column 8 is the product of the item frequency and logit 
incorrect squared. 
a) Mean for item logits: 
G 
X. = EfiXi/L 
i 
b) Variance for item logits: 
G 
U = (tfiXi2) - (Lx2.)/L-
9) Column 9 contains the initial item calibrations designated 
bydi. (di=Xi-x.) 
III. Obtaining Initial Subject Calibrations 
A. Construct a grouped distribution of columns which can be 
viewed as the sequence of steps necessary to obtain initial 
subject calibrations. 
B. The column headings (or sequence of steps) include: 
1) Column 1 is each possible person score. 
2) Column 2 is the frequency of individuals at each score. 
(Note N = total number of subjects) 
3) Column 3 is the proportion correct. (Pr=r/L) 
4) Column 4 obtains the logit correct for subjects. 
5) Column 5 gives the product of the subject frequency and 
logit correct. (NrYr) 
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6) Column 6 gives the product of subject frequency and logit 
correct squared. (NrYr ) 
7) Column 7 gives the correction for test width (br =yr); 
note it is the same as logit correct for subjects as the 
score logits, are already centered by the symmetry of the 
distribution of possible scores. 
8) The mean and variance for subject logits are calculated. 
a) Mean for subject logits: 
L-1 
V. = E nrYr/N 
r 
b) Variance for subject logits: 
V = ~-l nr(Yr- Y.)2/N- 1 
r 
IV. Expansion Factor Calculation 
A. Purpose 
1) To correct the item calibrations for sample spread. 
2) To correct subject measures for test width. 
B. Subject Expansion: 
C. Item Expansion: 
V. Corrected Calibrations 
X 
X 
+ U/2.89 
1 - uv /8.35 
1 + V/2.89 
1 - UV/8.35 
A. Corrected item calibrations: 
1) di = Ydi (this is the initial calibration mul-
tiplied by the expansion factor) 
2) Standard error of corrected item calibrations: 
SE(di) = Y /N/si(N - Sill1~ 
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B. Corrected subject calibrations: 
SE(br) = x/L/r(L - rl7~ 
VI. The Notation Used is as Follows: 
A. G 
B. L 
c. Si 
D. ln 
E. f 
F. p 
G. X. 
H. u 
I. xi 
J. nr 
K. y. 
L. v 
H. X 
N. Y. 
0. di 
P. br 
Q. N 
F. r 
number of item scores 
number of items being calibrated. (Number of original 
items minus the edited items.) 
individual item scores 
natural log 
frequency 
proportion 
mean for items 
variance for items 
logits (incorrect) 
subject frequency 
mean for subjects 
subject variance 
subject expansion 
item expansion 
corrected item calibrations (corrected for sample spread 
effects) 
corrected subject measures (corrected for effect of test 
width) 
the number 
designation for each score 
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FORM T 
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The instrument utilized in this study was the Jenkins Activity 
Survey, Form T which is the Student Version. The first twenty one 
items are those items which comprise the entire original instrument. 
The responses which are preceded by an asterik are those responses 
which were scored with a one and are indicative of a Pattern A 
response. Items twenty-two through twenty-eight were added to secure 
demographic data for the present study. 
APPENDIX D 
THE JENKINS ACTIVITY SURVEY 
Form T 
Health care research is trying to track down the causes of several 
diseases which are attacking increasing numbers of people. This 
survey is part of such a research effort. 
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Please answer the questions on the following pages by marking the 
answers that are true for you. Each person is different, so there 
are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Of course, all you tell us is 
strictly confidential--to be seen only by the research team. Do not 
ask anyone else about how to reply to the items. It is your personal 
opinion that we want. 
Your assistance will be greatly appreciated. 
For each of the following items, please circle the number of the ONE 
best answer: 
1. Is your everyday life filled mostly by 
*A. Problems needing solution 
*B. Challenges needing to be met. 
C. A rather predictable 
routine of events. 
D. Not enough things to 
keep me interested or 
busy. 
2. When you are under pressure or stress, do you usually: 
*A. Do something about it immediately. 
B. Plan carefully before taking any action. 
3. Ordinarily, how rapidly do you eat? 
*A. I'm usually the first one 
finished. 
*B. I eat a little faster than 
average. 
C. I eat at about the same 
speed as most people. 
D. I eat more slowly than 
most people. 
4. Has your spouse or some friend ever told you that you eat too fast? 
*A. Yes often B. Yes, once or twice C. No, no one has 
told me this. 
5. When you listen to someone talking, and this person takes too long 
to come to the point, do you feel like hurrying him along? 
'''A. Frequently B. Occasion~lly C. Almost never 
6. How often do you actually "put words in his mouth" in order to 
speed things up? 
*A. Frequently B. Occasionally C. Almost never 
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7. If you tell your spouse or a friend that you will meet them some-
where at a definite time, how often do you arrive late? 
A. Once in a while B. Rarely *C. I am never late 
8. Do most people consider you to be 
*A. Definitely hard-driving and competitive? 
*B. Probably hard-driving and competitive? 
C. Probably more relaxed and easy going? 
D. Definitely more relaxed and easy going? 
9. Nowadays, do you consider yourself to be? 
*A. Definitely hard-driving and competitive? 
*B. Probably hard-driving and competitive? 
C. Probably more relaxed and easy going? 
D. Definitely relaxed and easy going? 
10. How would your spouse (or closest friend) rate you? 
*A. Definitely hard-driving and competitive? 
*B. Probably hard-driving and competitive? 
C. Probably relaxed and easy going? 
D. Definitely relaxed and easy going? 
11. How would your spouse (or best friend) rate your general level of 
activity? 
A. Too slow. Should be more active. 
B. About average. Is busy much of"the time. 
*C. Too active. Needs to slow down. 
12. Would people who know you well agree that you have less energy than 
most people? 
A. Definitely Yes 
B. Probably Yes 
*C. Probably No 
D. Definitely No 
13. How was your "temper" when you were younger? 
*A. Fiery and hard to control 
*B. Strong, but controllable 
C. No problem 
D. I almost never got angry. 
14. How often are there deadlines in your courses? (If deadlines 
occur irregularly, please circle the closest answer below). 
*A. Daily or more often 
B. Weekly 
C. Honthly 
D. Never 
15. Do you ever set deadlines or quotas for yourself in courses or 
other things? 
A. No 
B. Yes, but only occasionally 
*C. Yes, once per week or more often 
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16. In school do you ever keep two projects moving forward at the same 
time by shifting back and forth rapidly from one to the other? 
A. No, never 
B. Yes, but only in emergencies 
*C. Yes, regularly 
17. Do you maintain a regular study schedule during vacations such as 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter? 
*A. Yes B. No C. Sometimes 
18. How often do you bring your work home with you at night or study 
materials related to your. courses? 
A. Rarely or ne·;er 
B. Once a week or less of~en 
*C. ~ore than once a ~eek 
19. ~~en you are in a group, do the other people tend to look to you 
to provide leadership? 
A. Rarely. 
B. About as often as they look to others. 
*C. ~ore often than they look to others. 
IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, PLEASE COMPARE YOURSELF WITH THE 
AVERAGE STUDENT AT YOUR UNIVERSITY. PLEASE CIRCLE THE r10ST ACCURATE 
DESCRIPTION. 
20. In sense of responsibility, I am 
*A. Much more responsible C. A little less responsible 
B. A little more responsible D. Much less responsible 
21. I approach life in general 
*A. Much more seriously C. A little less seriously 
B. A little more seriously D. Much less seriously 
Please answer the following general information questions. 
22. Year of College Studies. 
A. First year 
B. Second year 
c. Third year 
D. Fourth year 
E. Graduate Student 
23. Sex 
A. Female 
B. Male 
24. Have you ever been told you have high blood pressure? 
*A. Yes 
B. No 
25. Do you smoke cigarettes? 
*A. Yes 
B. No 
26. Does anyone in your family, including yourself have diabetes? 
*A. Yes 
B. No 
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27. Which of the following would you consider yourself to be regarding 
your body weight? 
*A. Overweight 
B. Underweight 
C. Average weight 
28. Does anyone in your family have heart disease? 
*A. Yes 
B. No 
APPENDIX E 
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JENKINS ACTIVITY SURVEY-STUDENT VERSION: ITEMS 
WITH ASSOCIATED* ITEM VARIABLE Nt\MES 
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ITEM VARIABLE NAME ITEM STEM. 
1. LIFE 
2. SIRE 
3. EAT1 
4. EAT2 
5. LIST 
6. WORD 
7. LATE 
8. DRIV 
9. COMP 
10. COM2 
11. ACTl 
12. ENER 
13. TEMP 
14. TIME 
15. TIM2 
1. Is your everyday life filled mostly by •.. 
2. When you are under pressure or stress, do 
you usually ... 
3. Ordinarily how rapidly do you eat? 
4. Has your spouse or some friend told you 
that you eat too fast? 
5. When you listen to someone talking and 
this person takes too long to come to the 
point, do you feel like hurrying him along? 
6. How often do you actually put words in 
his mouth in order to speed things up? 
7. If you tell your spouse or a friend that 
you will meet them somewhere at a definite 
time, how often do you arrive late? 
8. Do most people consider you to be: (hard 
driving and competitive)? 
9. Nowadays do you consider yourself to be 
(hard driving and competitive)? 
10. How would your spouse (or closest friend) 
rate you? (hard driving and competitive) 
11. How would your spouse (or best friend) 
rate your general level of activity? 
12. Would people who know you well agree you 
have less energy than most people? 
13. How was your temper when you were younger? 
14. How often are there deadlines in your 
courses? 
15. Do you ever set deadlines or quotas for 
yourself in courses or other things? 
16. PROJ 
17. SCDL 
18. WORK 
19. LEAD 
20. RESP 
21. SERS 
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16. In school do you ever keep two projects 
moving forward at the same time by shift-
ing back and forth rapidly from one to the 
other? 
17. Do you maintain a regular study schedule 
during vacations? 
18. How often do you bring your work home with 
you at night or study materials related to 
your courses? 
19. mlen you are in a group, do the other people 
tend to look to you to provide leadership? 
20. In the sense of responsibility, I am ... 
21. I approach life in general ... 
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BICAL (WRIGHT and MEAD, 1978) 
RASCH ITEM CALIBRATION 
Estimation Procedures: Prox and UCON (Wright and Panchapakesan, 
1969; Wright and Douglas, 1975, 1977) 
Control Specifications: 
- NITEM (number of items) 
- NGROP (smallest subgroup size of at least 10 subjects; sub-
groups forms for purpose of analyzing fit of item 
data) 
- MINSC (minimum score is 1) 
- MAXSC (maximum score is dependent upon number of items) 
- LREC (record length) 
- KCAB (calibration procedure: 
1 = PROX and 2 = UCON) 
- SCORE (control code for dichotomous 
data = 0.) 
Output Tables: 
- Response Frequences for each Response Alternative 
- Editing Process Table 
- Sample Person (Subject) Ability Distribution 
- Test Item Easiness Distribution 
- Complete Score Equivalence Table 
- Item Characteristic Curves and Fit Analysis 
- Item Calibration summary giving: serial order, difficulty 
order, and fit order. 
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APPENDIX G 
Factor Analysis 
Introduction 
A factor analytic application was proposed as a research alter-
native. While it was not necessary to factor analyze the responses 
to the 21 item Student Version of the Jenkins Activity Survey, the 
procedure was performed to satisfy research curiosity. Of concern 
was the unidimensionality of the variable measured by the Jenkins, 
specifically Pattern A behavior. Unidimensionality would be demon-
strated by the reduction of the 21 item variable to a single ortho-
gonal factor. 
Results Factor Analysis 
The responses of all 287 persons to the 21 items on the Jenkins 
instrument were factor analyzed. A principle components analysis with 
a varimax rotation was the specific factor analytic approach employed. 
A factor loading of at least .5 was considered to be an acceptable 
value to include a variable in a factor definition (Gorsuch, 1977). 
Table 23 depicts the 21 item variables and their respective com-
munality estimates. The communality estimates provided the initial 
step in the attempt to find mathematical solutions which would specify 
factors entirely in terms of the common variance among variables. 
Communalities are numbers which appear in the diagonal of the correla-
tion matrix which are generally less than one. It was interesting to 
note that item variables DRIV, COMP and COM2 (items 8, 9 and 10) 
received the highers communality estimates. ACTl, EATl, EAT2, TIM2, 
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Table 23 
COMMUNALITY ESTIMATES 
1. LIFE 0.12321 
2. STRE 0.11551 
3. EAT1 0.27552 
4. EAT2 0.24975 
5. LIST 0.19566 
6. WORD 0. 18229 
7. LATE 0.13752 
8. DRIV 0.44022 
9. COl'IP 0.49754 
10. COM2 0.55038 
11. ACT1 0.31836 
12. ENER 0.18329 
13. TEMP 0.09794 
14. TIME 0.12765 
15. TIM2 0.24721 
16. PROJ 0.20468 
17. SCDL 0.07037 
18. WORK 0.12766 
19. LEAD 0.15331 
20. RESP 0.24273 
21. SERS 0.21148 
PROJ, RESP and SERS followed with communality estimates ranging from 
.31836 down to .20467. These communality estimates were verified by 
viewing the correlation matrix and comparing the largest correlation 
in each row with the communality estimates provided by the computer 
output (SPSS, 1975). 
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On Table 24 is displayed eigenvalues and percent of variance 
accounted for by 21 factors in the unrotated matrix. The commonly 
employed criteria for delimiting factors was used. These criteria 
were specifically: a minimum of 5% of explained variance and an 
eigenvalue of greater than one. Factors 1 through 8 clearly met these 
criteria with Factor 1 displaying an eigenvalue of 3.28352 and Factor 
8 displaying an eigenvalue of 1.02776. The percentage of variance 
accounted for by Factor 1 was 15.6% with Factor 8 accounting for 
4.9% of the variance. The total variance accounted for by these 8 
factors was 60. 1%. 
The Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix is depicted in Table 25. 
Those item variables which received factor loadings of .5 or greater 
were considered. The .5 criteria was met by the following item 
variables within Factor 1: DRIV which loaded with a value of .64373, 
COMP with a loading of .69705 and COM2 with a .83192 loading. Thus, 
Factor 1 contains the hard driving and competitive components of the 
Pattern A (Coronary Prone) variable. Factor 2 was defined by the EAT 
item variables, e.g., EAT1 and EAT2 which loaded with values of .72286 
and .61024 respectively. RESP and SERS were the variables meeting the 
.5 or greater criteria within Factor 3. Factor 4 was defined by the 
TIM2 variable while Factors 5 and 6 contained 2 item variables to be 
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Table 24 
EIGENVALUES AND PERCENT OF VARIANCE UNROTATED ~TRIX 
21 ITEM JENKINS ACTIVITY SURVEY-SV 
FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUH PCT 
1 3. 28352 15.6 15.6 
2 2.03338 9.7 25.3 
3 1.45871 6.9 32.3 
4 1. 34019 6.4 38.6 
5 1.20562 5.7 44.4 
6 1.17467 5.6 50.0 
7 1. 09186 5.2 55.2 
8 1. 02 776 4.9 60.1 
9 0.93577 4.5 64.5 
10 0.88006 4.2 68.7 
11 0.85656 4.1 72.8 
12 0.80938 3.9 76.7 
13 0. 77693 3.7 80.4 
14 0.66725 3.2 83.5 
15 0.61590 2.9 86.5 
16 0.57468 2.7 89.2 
17 0.57103 2.7 91.9 
18 0.51740 2.5 94.4 
19 0.45030 2.1 96.5 
20 0.43063 2.1 98.6 
21 0.29826 1.4 100.0 
Table 25 
VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX 
FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5 FACTOR 6 FACTOR 7 FACTOR 8 
LIFE 0.04515 0.00924 0.22266 0.11906 0.03386 0. 10025 0.19933 0.26468 
STRE 0.13739 0.16121 0.15701 -0.12408 0.19854 -0.05409 -0.01630 0. 16694 
EATl 0.01418 0. 72286 0.00157 -0.03620 0. 11556 -0.08703 -0. 18987 0.00469 
EAT2 0.03974 0.61024 -0.01492 -0.08513 0.06435 0.17769 0.09786 0.06398 
LIST 0.07639 0.07795 0.02697 -0.00787 0.65126 0.00862 -0. 10352 0.06589 
\.JORD 0.03767 0.07455 0.11722 -0.00499 0.52095 0.09140 0. 20911 -0.01833 
LATE 0.09536 0.19481 0. 12262 -0.04802 0. 16 711 -0.02293 -0.20726 0.05961 
DRIV 0.64373 0.08312 0.13407 0.06363 0. 18722 0.15932 -0.09396 0.13143 
COHP 0.69705 -0.05213 0.15616 0.17727 0.06570 0.10141 0. 13646 0. 10084 
COM2 0.83192 0.04696 0.09902 0.10785 -0.02611 0.21247 -0.00450 -0.04645 
ACTl 0.31982 0. 10687 0. 153 70 -0.00694 0. 10565 0.56926 0.01030 O.Oll88 
ENER 0. 12327 -0.00923 0. 12695 0.06550 -0.00112 0.51585 0.00481 -0.00565 
TEHP 0.06586 0.03823 0.01109 0.07494 0.03916 -0.02179 -0.03855 0.61731 
TIME 0.03469 -0.03448 -0.00504 0.10792 0.05317 -0.01757 0.57046 0.00487 
TIM2 0.08802 -0.07578 0.01665 0. 74086 0.03277 0.02403 0.18551 0. 04864 
PROJ 0. 18759 0.04987 0. 19361 0. 39273 -0.11149 -0.04381 0.07088 0.00187 
SCDL 0.10722 0.05408 0.24550 0.04348 0.01067 -0.04292 0.05663 -0.00188 
WORK 0.03230 -0.21060 0.00087 0.32214 0.00664 0.11937 -0.03926 0.11618 
LEAD 0.21425 0.07286 0. 31181 -0.07193 0. 13126 0.09783 -0.03785 0.10671 
RESP 0.05549 -0.03591 0.67852 0. 12305 -0.03067 0. 18358 -0.09213 -0.06334 
SERS 0.03171 -0. 11754 0.46278 0.00736 0. 11605 0.22376 -0.03219 0. 08042 
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included in their definitions. Factors 7 and 8 both contained a single 
variable loading at .5 or greater. 
Sununarization of the Varimax Rotation is contained in the follow-
ing Table (Table 26). These findings were viewed in conjunction with 
the eigenvalues and percent variation resulting from the Varimax 
Rotation. Factors 1 and 2 both met the eigenvalue criteria of a value 
greater than one. These first two factors were the only factors 
meeting this criteria. Factor 1 defined by the DRIV and COMP variables 
accounted for 35.6% of the variance while Factor 2 defined by the 2 EAT 
variables explained 18.6% of the variance. Together these 2 factors 
explained over half of the variance (54.2%). 
The above results were compared to the results obtained by 
Jenkins and Glass (1977). Jenkins found 3 orthogonal factors to be 
present in the factor analyses of the Adult Version of the Jenkins 
Activity Survey. He named these factors speed and impatience (S), 
hard driving and competitive (H), and job involvement (J). Glass 
found 2 orthogonal factors in the analyses of the Student Version of 
the JAS which he stated paralleled the S and H factors of the adult 
version. The present findings revealed both similarities and dif-
ferences. First of all, Factor 1 was defined by the DRIV and COHP 
variables, thus, demonstrating congruence to the H factor of the 
previous analyses. Factor 2 defined by the 2 EAT variables can be 
said to be in part similar to the S factor defined by Jenkins and 
Glass. While the present analysis found greater than 50% of the 
variance accounted for by the first 2 factors, 6 additional ortho-
gonal factors were identified signifying the possibility of the 
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Table 26 
SUHMARY OF VARH1AX ROTATION 
VARIA~LE COMMUNALITY FACTOR EIGENVALUE PCT OF VAR CUM PCT 
LIFE 0. 18686 1 2.78270 35.6 35.6 
STRE 0.15539 2 1.45118 18.6 54.2 
EATl 0.58104 3 0.87973 11.3 65.4 
EAT2 0.43082 4 0.78181 10.0 75.4 
LIST 0.45183 5 0.62374 8.0 83.4 
WORD 0.34454 6 0.52790 6.8 90.2 
LATE 0.13935 7 0.41902 5.4 95.5 
DRIV 0.52986 8 0.34916 4.5 100.0 
COHP 0.58780 
COH2 0. 76374 
ACTl 0.47285 
ENER 0.30185 
TEMP 0.39611 
TIME 0. 34265 
TIM2 0.60108 
PROJ 0.24878 
SCDL 0.08175 
\VORK 0.17850 
LEAD 0.19323 
RESP 0.52704 
SERS 0.30009 
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operational definition of Pattern A behavior in students being defined 
by 8 variables rather than only two. Three of the 8 factors were 
defined by only one significant variable loading, four of the 8 by 2 
significant variable loadings with one factor (Factor 1) by signifi-
cant loadings on 3 variables. 
Linking the above findings to the findings provided by the Rasch 
fit analysis and item calibration revealed: 1) that the worst fitting 
item variables found on the Rasch fit analysis were those item variables 
having the highest loadings within Factor 1, that factor accounting for 
35.6% of the variance. An explanation to be considered as a possible 
cause of this phenomenon is related to the fact that Rasch fit analysis, 
unlike factor analysis focuses on item responses. The Rasch misfit 
may, in part, be explained by invalid response patterns or to insuf-
ficient alternatives to these items making response difficult. 
Another area which was interesting to explore was how the 8 
orthogonal factors compared to the intensity ordering of the Rasch 
analysis. Table 27 depicts the 8 orthogonal factors, the variables 
which define each factor, and the ranking of these variables in 
intensity. Note that the intensity range is from 1-21 with a 1 repre-
senting the rank of least intensity and a 21 representing the most 
intense ranking. 
Discussion Factor Analysis 
The results of the factor analysis demonstrated the presence of 
8 orthogonal factors which may imply that the variable under considera-
tion is not of a single dimension or that the factor results are 
statistically artifact. In reference to the dimensionality issue it 
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Table 27 
FACTOR LOADINGS AND RASCH INTENSITY 
RASCH 
FACTOR VARIABLES LOADINGS INTENSITY 
1 DRIV .64373 .60 
COMP .69705 .96 
COM2 .83192 1.00 
2 EAT1 . 72286 .68 
EAT2 .61024 1.00 
3 RESP .67852 .64 
SERS .lt6278 .78 
4 TIM2 .74086 .71 
5 LIST .65126 .15 
WORD .52095 1. 15 
6 ACT1 . 56926 .20 
ENER .51585 .04 
7 TIME .57046 .80 
8 TEMP .61731 .95 
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can be said that the operational definition of Pattern A behavior is 
represented by many facets which are evidenced in the eight orthogonal 
factors. To defend the unidimensionality of Pattern A behavior 
requires only to look to the operational definition of this variable. 
It should be remembered that Rosenman (1966) described Pattern A 
behavior in the following way: 
"Pattern A appears to be a particular action emotion complex 
which is exhibited by an individual who is engaged in a relatively 
chronic and excessive struggle to obtain an obsessive number of things 
from his environment in too short a period of time, or against 
opposing efforts of other persons or things in the same environment." 
Thus, being overly competitive, ambitious, hard driving and time con-
scious are all typical Pattern A behaviors. 
With the above definition in mind Pattern A behavior becomes the 
single latent variable under consideration. Wright and Stone (1979) 
state that the operational definition of the variable is an important 
step which must be taken prior to application of the Rasch Model. 
Other explanations for the emergence of eight rather than one 
orthogonal factors may be related to the fact that latent trait 
models are nonlinear (the Rasch Model employs a linear log transforma-
tion) while factor analytic models are linear. As a consequence of 
this, the factors may reflect nonlinearity in data (Hambleton, 1978). 
Also if items measuring a variable are dependent, that is, if there 
is overlap between them, factor analysis may be misleading. Nunnally 
(1967) refers to a change in factor structure when overlapping items 
were removed from the M.M.P.I. 
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In addition, Torgerson (1958) discusses the fact that correla-
tions between items in a perfect scale will always be represented by a 
response table with a zero cell. A perfect scale occurs when all 
individuals who respond with a positively scored response to an item 
of a given rank will also respond in the same way to items of a lesser 
rank. Thus, in a perfect scale the correlation between items is 
always unity. In situations in which all items are scored in the 
same direction, the matrix of interitem correlations will be a matrix 
of positive ones. Torgerson goes on to state that a factor analysis 
of such a matrix would yield a single factor. This single factor 
would possess items with loadings all equal to unity. 
The above situation occurs when the correlation is between 
variables treated as dichotomous. When biserial correlations are 
considered (dichotomous with continuous variable) the result is not 
the same. Even though items form a perfect scale these correlations 
may range from zero to almost unity. Generally when items are ordered 
or ranked in terms of the specified underlying latent variable, any 
array of the interitem correlations will manifest itself by coefficient 
size decreasing on each side of the principal diagonal. Because the 
size of biserial correlations depend upon the marginal distribution 
of items, a factor analysis will yield as many factors as there are 
items. Unity can only be achieved when two items have identical mar-
ginals. 
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n University lv1edical Center 
ecW:ine 
o Avenue 
~chusecu01118 
Psyt:.h.Utry 
:of Bd:uvionl Epidemiology 
December 19, 1978 
Karyn Holm, Assistant P~ofessor 
Rush University, College of Nursing 
Schweppe Sprague Room 918 
1743 W. Rar~ison 
Chicago, IL 60612 
Dear Ms. Holm: 
Thank you for your recent letter inquiring into the Jenkins 
Activity Survey and Form T, the student version by Dr. David 
Glass. 
This form is very similar to Form a, that used for employed 
persons, but all reference to activities and job have been 
changed to make it more applicable to a student's life. 
At the present time, the Jenkins Activity Survey has been 
placed in the hands of a reputable publisher, the Psychological 
Corporation, who will be providing forms, scoring services, 
and a manual to the general public shortly. At such time that 
this does become available on the market, we must request that 
you go directly through them. D~. Glass will provide the test 
fa~ and scoring key for you now. 
r.ood luck with your work. 
C. David Jenkins, Ph.D. 
Director 
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Department of Behavioral Epidemiology 
CDJ :BTH 
The Graduate School and University Center 
of the City University of New York 
Graduate Center: 33 West 42 Street. New York. N.Y. 10036 
November 13, 1978 
Professor Karyn Holm 
Rush University 
Schweppe Sprague U918 
College of Nursing 
1743 West Harrison Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60612 
Dear Professor Holm: 
Permission to use the Jenkins Activity Survey must be obtained 
from Dr. C. David Jenkins of Boston University Medical School. 
If he agrees, I will be happy to send you the student version 
of the JAS. 
Sincerely, • 
~('it ;·cl (_ 
. .--
_.--·-
~ David C. Glass 
/~ Professor of Psychology 
DCG:ai 
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APPENDIX 1 
SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW ITEMS 
MODIFIED ACTIVITY SCALE 
(from Jenkins Activity Survey) 
1. Is your everyday life filled mostly by 
A. Problems needing solution or challenges needing to be met. 
B. Routine ups and downs. 
C. Only occasional problems. 
D. Not enough things to keep me busy. 
2. Some people live a calm, predictable life. Others find themselves 
often facing unexpected changes, frequent interruptions, or "things 
going wrong". How often would you say you are faced with "things 
going wrong"? · 
A. Several times a day. 
B. About once a day. 
C. A few times a week. 
D. Once a week. 
E. Once a month or less. 
3. When under pressure or stress do you 
A. Tend to act immediately. 
B. Make careful plans to deal with it. 
C. Struggle to keep up with your responsibilities. 
D. Share some of the burden with others who might prove helpful. 
4. Ordinarily how rapidly do you eat? 
A. I am always the first one finished. 
B. I eat a little faster than most people. 
c. I eat at about the same speed as most people. 
D. I eat more slowly than most people. 
5. Has your spouse or a friend ever told you that you eat too fast? 
A. No one has ever told me that I eat too fast. 
B. I've been told this once or twice. 
c. Occasionally I'm told I eat too fast. 
D. People frequently tell me I eat too fast. 
6. Do you find yourself hurrying to get places even when there is 
plenty of time? 
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A. Always C. Occasionally 
B. Often D. Never 
7. If you tell your spouse or a friend that you will meet them some-
where at a definite time, how often do you arrive late? 
A. Always C. Occasionally 
B. Often D. Rarely 
8. When you are supposed to meet someone and they are already late 
will you 
A. Sit and wait calmly? 
B. Sit and wait but feel impatient? 
C. Walk while waiting? 
D. Carry something to read or writing paper so that you can get 
something done while waiting? 
9. When you listen to someone talking and this person takes too long 
to come to the point, do you feel like hurrying him along? 
A. Always C. Occasionally 
B. Frequently D. Never 
10. How often do you actually "put words in his mouth" in order to 
speed things up? 
A. Never c. Frequently 
B. Occasionally D. Always 
11. How is your temper nowadays? 
A. I almost never get angry. c. Strong but controllable. 
B. No problem D. Fiery and hard to control. 
12. How often do you feel under pressure to produce in your courses? 
A. Daily c. Once a week 
B. Several times a week D. Every few weeks 
13. How often do you work overtime in your courses? 
A. Always C. Occasionally if I like the courses 
B. Often D. Rarely 
14. Do you work on two or more projects at the same time rapidly shift-
ing back and forth from one to another? 
A. All the time--it's the only way I cnn get things done 
B. Once in a while when it seems necessary 
C. Only in emergencies--like at the end of the grading period 
D. Never--it's not worth it 
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15. How would your spouse or a best friend rate your general level of 
activity? 
A. Much too slow--just can't seem to get going 
B. Slower than average--needs to be a little more active 
C. Average--busy much of the time 
D. Too active--really needs to slow down 
16. How do you think most people consider you 
A. Always relaxed and easy going 
B. Usually relaxed and easy going 
C. Tend toward hard driving and competitive 
D. Definitely hard driving and competitive 
17. When in a group do other people tend to look to you to provide 
leadership? 
A. All the time 
B. Hore often than they look to others 
C. About as often as they look to others 
D. Not as often as they look to others 
18. Do you make yourself written lists of "Things to Do" to help you 
remember what needs to be done? 
A. Never C. Occasionally 
B. Seldom D. All the time 
19. Would a spouse or close friend say that in your work you 
A. Were beyond the limit of your capacities 
B. Were close to the limit of your capacities 
C. Had room to spare before you reached your limits 
D. Were taking it easy 
20. Do you maintain a regular study schedule during school vacations? 
A. Yes, most of the time 
B. Sometimes when I have to finish something 
C. I'll pick up a book but I don't "study" 
D. I won't even touch a book on vacation 
21. Nowadays do you consider yourself to be 
A. Always easy going and relaxed 
B. Usually easy going 
C. Average--1 push enough to get what I need 
D. Pretty hard driving 
22. Hhen taking an exam do you feel so tired from worrying that by the 
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time you take the test you almost don't care how well you do? 
A. Always C. Seldom 
B. Occasionally D. Never 
23. As far as a sense of responsibility goes I am 
-----
than the 
average student 
A. Much more responsible C. A little less responsible 
B. A little more responsible D. Much less responsible 
24. Is it hard for you to do as well as you expect yourself to do? 
A. No, not ever C. Occasionally 
B. Not usually D. Frequently 
25. In general I approach life 
------
than the average student. 
A. Much more seriously C. A little less seriously 
B. A little more seriously D. Much less seriously 
26. Are you satisfied with your recent performance? 
A. Yes, very C. Not much 
B. It's okay D. Not at all 
27. How do you feel when you don't do as well as you expect to? 
A. Heartbroken--! tend to be lost for a while 
B. Hurt--t wonder why it didn't work out 
C. Not too bad--1'11 get another chance 
D. I really don't worry about it 
28. In being precise and careful about detail, I am 
-----
than the 
average student. 
A. Much more precise c. A little less precise 
B. A little more precise D. Much less precise 
29. Do you believe there's nothing you can't do if you work at it? 
A. Yes, definitely 
B. Most of the time 
c. It works that way once in a while 
D. No, it never works out that way for me 
30. In the amount of effort put forth I give 
------
than the 
average student. 
A Much more effort C. A little less effort 
B. A little more effort D. Much less effort 
31. ~1en you find yourself getting tired of studying do you usually 
A. Stop and not go back to it until you have to 
B. Slow down by taking the rest of the day off 
C. Take a short break then return to it 
D. Keep pushing at the same pace in spite of your tiredness 
32. Would people you know well agree you have less energy than most 
people? 
A. Definitely yes C. Probably no 
B. Probably yes D. Definitely no 
33. Would people you know well agree that you tend to get irritated 
easily? 
A. Definitely yes C. Probably no 
B. Probably yes D. Definitely no 
34. Would people you know well agree that you seem satisfied with 
your life? 
A. Definitely yes C. Probably no 
B. Probably yes D. Definitely no 
35. Have there been any (what you would consider) major losses or 
disappointments in your life during the past six months? 
A. Several c. None 
B. One 
36. Would you say you worry than most people? 
A. A great deal more c. A little less 
B. A little more D. Much less 
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37. How often do you find yourself meeting deadlines imposed by others? 
A. Daily c. Monthly 
B. Weekly D. Never 
38. How often do you bring school work home with you? 
A. Always c. Frequently 
B. Sometimes D. Never 
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